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Abstract: Designed to reward innovation, patent protection often leads to high drug prices that
make life-saving medicines unaffordable for patients. This tension further increases patent
infringement and invalidation to reduce prices, particularly in developing countries. The situation
is serious for treatments that require multiple drugs owned by different firms with numerous
patents, notably for HIV. I study the impact of the first joint licensing platform for drug
bundling, the Medicines Patent Pool, on global drug diffusion and innovation. The pool allows
generic firms worldwide to license drug bundles cheaply and conveniently for sales in a set of
developing countries. I construct a novel dataset from licensing contracts, public procurement,
clinical trials, and drug approvals. Using difference-in-differences methods, I find robust
evidence that the pool leads to a substantial increase in the generic supply of drugs purchased. In
addition, branded-drug makers and other entities, such as public institutions, respond to the pool
by increasing the number of new clinical trials. The R&D input increase is accompanied by
increases in generic drug product approvals. Finally, I estimate a simple structural model to
quantify welfare gains and simulate counterfactuals. The total benefit to consumers and firms far
exceeds the associated costs.
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1. Introduction
Intended to reward innovation, patents can also impede the diffusion of affordable
generic drugs and the development of new formulations. A patent owner has the right to exclude
others from using and selling an invention for roughly two decades. In principle, patent licensing
allows a manufacturer to produce and sell a drug by paying royalties to the patent holder. In
practice, however, each drug can be covered by hundreds of patents, which creates serious
barriers to generic licensing (Hemphill and Sampat, 2012).1 This situation is particularly severe
in developing countries, where many drugs remain unaffordable and unavailable decades after
their initial approvals (Kremer, 2002; Cockburn et al., 2016).2 When such drugs are available,
countries can achieve substantial welfare gains (Azomahou et al., 2016).
The tradeoff between patent protection and access to medicines can result in negative
consequences to both patients and firms. One notable illustration of the consequences is the
distribution and development of drugs to treat acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)
caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Standard treatments require the bundling
of multiple drugs (i.e., cocktails) taken daily, of which each drug can be owned by a different
firm. As of 2017, only about 59% of the 37 million people living with HIV worldwide had
access to HIV drugs.3 The lack of a stable supply of drugs and fixed-dose cocktail pills make it
difficult for patients to adhere to the course of medical treatment, which further accelerates
antimicrobial resistance. In response, governments and generic drug firms in developing
countries infringe on and invalidate patents, which can further reduce innovation incentives.
In this paper, I study the effects of patent pools, which are institutions designed to
ameliorate the tension between patent protection and the diffusion of technologies. As depicted
in Figure 1, patent pools are joint licensing platforms that typically gather complementary
patents from many patent owners and provide “one-stop shopping” to manufacturers.
Historically, patent pools were commonly used in many sectors, including aircraft, railways, and
radio (Lerner and Tirole, 2004). Patent pools disappeared after World War II as a result of
There is clear evidence of generic firms’ comparative advantage in producing low-cost new cocktails.
Before patent enforcement in developing countries, the first qualified single-pill HIV cocktail was created
by generic firm Cipla in 2001 for $350 per patient-year, whereas the prices for the three standalone drugs
were above $10,000. The cost dropped to about $140 per year after more generic entry (Hoen, 2016).
2
Generic HIV drugs cost at least $200 per patient per year in the early 2000s, which was unaffordable in
low-income countries that had average per capita health spending of $23 (Tirole, 2006).
3
Source: https://www.hiv.gov/hiv-basics/overview/data-and-trends/global-statistics.
1
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regulatory changes and were revived in the late 1990s to spur the development of information
and communication technologies. Although there is growing interest among practitioners and the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in creating biomedical patent pools (Clark et al., 2000; Van
Overwalle, 2016), progress has been slow in the heavily regulated biomedical sector.
This paper investigates the first modern biomedical patent pool, the Medicines Patent
Pool (MPP), which allows access to a set of HIV-related drug patents from multi-national firms
with the goal of fostering the diffusion of generic drugs to developing countries and spurring
innovation of new drugs. The MPP is a United Nations-backed non-profit organization founded
in July 2010 in Geneva, Switzerland. The pool is an independent platform designed to facilitate
generic licensing for all patents on pooled drugs in sales territories specified in the license. These
MPP licenses cannot be used for sales in high-income countries. The pool targeted drugs for HIV
at the early stage of its establishment, expanded to cover Hepatitis C and tuberculosis in late
2015, and is working on adding other disease areas. This institution offers an opportunity to
explore the effects of biomedical patent pools and pool designs more broadly.
An illustrative example suggests that the MPP accelerates generic entry and new drug
creation. A new compound, dolutegravir (DTG), was first approved in the U.S. in August 2013
and was added to the MPP in March 2014. Over a hundred patents on DTG were licensed from
the pool by the generic firm Mylan in July 2014. The first DTG-based three-drug single-pill
cocktail (TLD) made by Mylan was approved in 2017 for sales in developing countries; four
other generic firms also obtained MPP licenses and drug approvals in 2018. Without the MPP,
this process typically takes over a decade (Cockburn et al., 2016).
A patent pool can affect static efficiency (i.e., deadweight loss) and dynamic efficiency
(i.e., innovation incentives) through different mechanisms. It can improve static welfare by
addressing three economic problems: (1) transaction costs stemming from numerous patent
negotiations with multiple drug owners; (2) hold-up problems where one failed negotiation is
sufficient to prevent distribution of a generic cocktail; and (3) double-markup problems where
downstream firms can also exert market power. The impact of a patent pool on dynamic
efficiency is less clear. A pool can spur new drug creation from branded or downstream firms by
reducing transaction and litigation costs, generating royalty revenue for branded firms which
place drugs in the pool, and enabling downstream development of new products through broader
licensing. However, a pool can stifle innovation with antitrust concerns of price-fixing and
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restrictive licensing terms that deter licensees from developing new products. Hence, the effect
of a patent pool on innovation is ambiguous, underscoring the need for empirical analysis.
I examine the impact of the MPP on static and dynamic welfare. First, I ask whether the
MPP increases the percentage of generic drug purchases in developing countries. Second, I
investigate whether and how firms adjust R&D in response to the pool. Third, I estimate a static
structural model of demand and supply to quantify welfare gains and simulate counterfactuals.
To examine how the MPP affects generic drug diffusion, I use the arguably exogenous
variation in the timing of when a drug is included in the pool and thus available for generic
licensing for sales in a given territory. I construct a novel dataset of drug sales in developing
countries and use the generic share of HIV drug purchases as the main outcome variable. The
pool-inclusion timing is driven by factors independent of changes in the outcomes of interest,
such as firms’ attitudes and administrative efficiency. Critically, I show that the timing is not
determined by demand-side factors such as HIV prevalence and death rates. Because drugs are
added to the pool at different times for different sales territories, I exploit variation regarding
when a drug is added to the pool for a country and the impact on changes in the drug-country
level share of generic drug purchases. Adding a drug in the MPP for a country increases generic
drug share by about seven percentage points in that country, a result that is robust across various
tests. I support the identifying assumptions using event studies, regression tests, and interviews
which all indicate that the timing of entry to the MPP is exogenous to my outcomes of interest.
To further understand how firms strategically react to the MPP, I construct new data from
all U.S.-registered global clinical trials of HIV drugs and HIV drug approvals by the two largest
global drug approval agencies. The MPP can spur innovation if it creates a pro-competitive
licensing environment for diffusion-oriented innovation. My analysis of clinical trials data
indicates that the MPP increases follow-on innovation. Once a compound enters the pool, new
clinical trials increase for drugs that include the compound and more firms participate in these
trials. In particular, firms outside the pool increase late-stage trials to develop drug cocktails that
include pooled compounds, and firms inside the pool invest more in new compound
development. Post-approval trials that focus on long-term effects are shifted from pool insiders
to pool outsiders. Furthermore, MPP-included compounds result in more new drug product
approvals, especially of generic drugs approved for sales in developing countries. These new
products can be licensed back to branded firms and thus also benefit developed countries.
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Finally, I estimate the welfare impact and cost-effectiveness of the pool. Specifically, I
estimate a nested discrete choice model for the demand side, taking into consideration that HIV
drugs are more substitutable within the same drug class, which are science-based measures of
similarity used for drug regimen recommendations. I estimate the supply side in two broad cases:
marginal cost pricing and Bertrand-Nash oligopolistic pricing. Both cases are motivated by and
consistent with my previous findings that the MPP increases generic drug access without
dampening innovation incentives. My counterfactual simulation of the no-MPP case suggests
that the pool increases social welfare substantially over its first seven years of establishment. The
MPP reduces marginal costs and results in consumer surplus gains of $0.7-1.4 billion (8.6-18.9%
increases) across market structure assumptions. The MPP-induced rises in sales can also increase
producer surplus by up to $181 million (a 4.5% increase). The total welfare gains far exceed the
pool’s total operating cost of $33 million during the same sample period (below $5million/year).
This paper contributes to three strands of literature. First, I extend research on innovation
and the economy by studying a market-based institution designed to balance patent protection
and access to medicines, particularly for treatments that require drug bundling. Prior studies find
that innovation responds positively to market size (Acemoglu and Linn, 2004; Dubois et al.,
2015).4 In the global setting, ex ante analyses find patent enforcement can result in large welfare
loss (Chaudhuri et al., 2006). Ex post studies find little impact of drug patents on prices and sales
(Duggan et al., 2016), and price controls and compulsory licensing increase patented drug access
(Kyle and Qian, 2014). However, policies have limited impact to sustainably scale up drug
diffusion and innovation for diseases primarily affecting low-income countries. Similarly, in
developed countries, patents can create hurdles to develop treatments that require inter-firm
technology sharing (Heller and Eisenberg, 1998). The welfare effects of drug cocktails are
ambiguous in merger simulations (Song et al., 2017), one of the inter-firm strategies closest to
forming a patent pool. This paper provides a first evaluation of whether a market-based
institution can balance diffusion and innovation cost-effectively.
Second, this paper contributes to the patent pool literature as the first empirical analysis
of a biomedical patent pool. Existing studies on patent pools are mostly theoretical. Early work
emphasizes the importance of pooling complements (Cournot, 1838; Shapiro, 2001; Lerner and

4

The impacts of patents on innovation are ambiguous in theoretical predictions (Green and Scotchmer,
1995; Bessen, 2004) and mixed in empirical analyses (Williams, 2013; Sampat and Williams, 2019).
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Tirole, 2004). A growing theoretical literature studies patent pools with both complementary and
substitutable patents (Quint, 2014; Lerner and Tirole, 2015; Rey and Tirole, 2019). However,
many theoretical predictions are difficult to test empirically, especially when measuring the
degree of substitutability by ex post prices or litigation, which can be endogenous to the pool. To
overcome this difficulty, I use drug classification as an ex ante measure of substitutability to
explore the design and structure of the patent pool. In addition, empirical studies on patent pools
are either historical (Lampe and Moser, 2013, 2015) or focus on modern software standards
(Lerner et al., 2007; Joshi and Nerkar, 2011; Vakili, 2016; Bekkers et al., 2017). The lack of
detailed historical demand data can lead to under-estimated welfare impacts of a pool, and it is
challenging even to measure diffusion from software patent pools. I overcome these hurdles by
utilizing the transparency of the MPP and compiling rich data from the biomedical sector.
Third, my paper adds to research on the sharing economy, with evidence from a businessto-business platform. A patent pool is an example of co-marketing arrangements (i.e., platforms)
that facilitate sharing, including content bundling by cable operators and music performance
rights licensed by streaming platforms (Lerner and Tirole, 2004; Gilbert, 2017). Whether such
platforms can be welfare-enhancing depends on the institutional design, either in traditional or
digital sectors (Ostrom, 1990; Aguiar and Waldfogel, 2018). Evaluating the impact of these
institutions is challenging and often relies on individual-based measures of research outputs, such
as citation and publication (Furman and Stern, 2011). However, we have limited understanding
of business-to-business platforms and how they affect firm-based economic activities in inputs
and outputs. The MPP as a joint licensing platform targeting leading diseases with large markets
provides a valuable setting to study, which can inform the design of patent pools or R&D
platforms in life sciences and the increasingly popular bundling arrangements more broadly.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out background and the conceptual
framework. Section 3 describes the data. Sections 4 and 5 present empirical strategies and results
for diffusion and innovation analyses, respectively. Section 6 estimates a static structural model
of demand and supply. Section 7 discusses and concludes.

2. Background and Conceptual Framework
2.1 Institutional Background
2.1.1 HIV and Drug Cocktails
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Since the beginning of the AIDS pandemic in the 1980s, more than 35 million people
have died from the disease and over 70 million people are infected with HIV globally. Today,
AIDS remains a leading global cause of death, with almost two-thirds of the people living with
HIV residing in Africa. HIV, the virus causing AIDS, cannot be eliminated once a person is
infected. In the final stage of HIV’s progression, AIDS destroys the immune system and makes
the patient vulnerable to opportunistic infections—a set of over 20 illnesses. AIDS remained a
fatal disease and a leading cause of death until the mid-1990s when highly active antiretroviral
therapy (HAART) was discovered. Death rates dropped nearly 85% within a few years. Left
untreated, AIDS patients survive three years on average, and life expectancy drops to one year if
an opportunistic infection strikes.
Despite the lack of a cure, daily HAART can turn HIV from a fatal to a chronic disease.
The HAART typically uses a bundle of antiretrovirals from different drug classes based on the
mechanisms of action, and each mechanism targets HIV at a different stage of its life cycle. If a
patient cannot maintain medication adherence and develops resistance to a drug, that patient will
be resistant to all drugs within that drug class. Within each drug class, drugs have different side
effects, so a patient needs to switch to a different regimen once a side effect becomes intolerable.
In sum, HIV compounds are complements due to bundling and substitutes due to side effectinduced switching. Therefore, both new cocktails and new compounds can improve current
therapy. Although HIV treatment was the first case of a drug cocktail, this strategy has since
been adopted in treating other diseases, such as hepatitis, tuberculosis, and certain cancers.
2.1.2 Patent Pools and the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP)
First used in 1856 to reduce patent litigations in the sewing machine industry, patent
pools are institutions in which patent holders share rights for joint licensing with members or
firms outside of the pool. There is no universal design for patent pools; thus, the pool design is
case-specific. Public policy towards patent pools was extremely laissez-faire in the early
twentieth century, and the pools were seen as exempt from regulatory scrutiny. However, patent
pools almost disappeared after a 1945 U.S. Supreme Court decision regarding cartel behavior
through joint marketing.5 If not dissolved by courts, a patent pool expires when all patents in the
pool expire. Although not historically used in the biomedical sector, the prevalence of HIV, the
5

Hartford-Empire Co. v. United States, 323 U.S. 386 (1945); a case in the glass container industry.
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lack of a cure, and the extensive patents associated with cocktail treatments provide a testing
ground for a patent pool to reduce intellectual property (IP) issues in global health.
The MPP aims to use market-based mechanisms to resolve coordination failure in the
global medical supply chain, to spur generic licensing of patented drugs for sales in developing
markets, and to avoid infringement or compulsory licensing.6 As illustrated in Figure 2, the MPP
negotiates with patent holders (branded firms) for drug licenses on HIV and related illnesses.7
These licenses enable generic firms to develop new treatments, including fixed-dose cocktails
and pediatric formulations. Any improvements in production or formulation by licensees can be
non-exclusively granted back to the original patent holders. Generic firms can license a set of
drugs from the pool at once, and all patents on the set of drugs in the sales territory are included.
Royalty rates are typically set at no more than 5% of revenue.8 The MPP receives quarterly drug
development updates from licensees and informs firms with de-identified progress of their
competitors. Competition among generic firms can bring down prices and scale up drug access.
By the end of 2017, the MPP provided eligible licensing for 10 compounds covering four
of the six HIV drug classes, and four out of the nine branded HIV drug providers had joined the
MPP.9 Figure 3 depicts the MPP sales territories; a detailed summary of MPP license terms is
reported in the legal appendix (Appendix V). The generic drug market in developing countries is
fairly competitive, with the largest generic manufacturers based in India, China, Brazil, and
South Africa. Many sub-Saharan African countries lack local production and rely on sales from
large global generic firms. To assure branded firms that the intention of the MPP is to increase
generic drug access in resource-limited countries, MPP licenses cannot be used for drug sales in
high-income countries, and such activities need independent licensing outside the pool.
2.2 Conceptual Framework: Incentives to Participate Across Firms
6

With compulsory licensing, a government allows the production of a patented product without the
consent of the patent owner. The MPP has gained support from the World Health Organization (WHO),
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and the World Trade Organization (WTO).
7
The negotiation period can range from a few months to a few years. For instance, the MPP approached
both Gilead and Janssen in 2010. Gilead joined the pool in 2011 and gradually licensed all of its HIV
drugs, including two compounds that were not yet approved. In contrast, Janssen remained outside the
MPP and agreed in 2015 to not enforce patent rights for the pediatric formulation of a drug it owns.
8
Five percent is relatively low compared to the average licensing price (five to eight percent) in the U.S.
(Author’s calculation based on the drug licensing database BioSciDB).
9
As of early 2019, nine patent holders have pooled thousands of patents on 17 drugs. I exclude from my
analysis those that are not for HIV, pediatric-only licenses, and non-sue agreements.
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There are three types of firms with different incentives to interact with the MPP: generic
firms, branded firms in the pool, and firms outside the pool. Qualified generic firms can access
pooled compounds with reduced licensing costs and obtain more and faster approvals of drugs
with pooled compounds. Branded firms in the pool may shift R&D to develop complementary
drugs. Firms outside the pool may decide to develop new drug cocktails with pooled compounds.
Below, I discuss how each type of firm is likely to be affected by the patent pool.
Generic firms can utilize the MPP to overcome entry barriers. Given the specific context
of HIV therapy, high prices of patented compounds may deter generic firms from negotiating
licenses with branded firms. If a generic firm already has two compounds but needs a third,
patent-protected compound to develop a new single-pill cocktail, this development can be heldup by the branded firm in the negotiation process. In addition, downstream firms may not be
willing to negotiate with several branded firms to license many patents on multiple new
compounds for sales in different countries. The transaction costs, for even a single compound,
can be costly for both branded and generic firms alike. Once a generic firm overcomes the
transaction cost and hold-up problem, the firm may have to pay multiple royalties to become the
sole generic supplier for a drug and then use its downstream market power. In this type of
market, prices are unlikely to fall until multiple generic firms begin to compete. The MPP makes
licensing (multiple) drugs administratively easier and can reduce the cumulative royalty rates.
At the same time, branded firms in the MPP can benefit. Besides reducing administrative
costs in licensing to generic firms, branded firms can use the pool to monitor compliance of
licensees’ sales behaviors (e.g., selling only in the allowed countries) and have an option to
license back patentable improvements developed by the licensees.10 It is worth noting that many
branded firms are proactive in advancing drug access in developing countries, but it is difficult to
set up marketing and sales teams in those countries. In fact, generic firms can sell more products
in under-developed markets and therefore increase profit to branded firms from those markets
via royalty fees.11 If royalty income increases in these markets, branded firms may increase R&D

10

Grant back provision means the licensor has a right to use patentable technology made by the licensee
as a result of the initial license, possible through either an agreement or reverse licensing.
11
Gilead intended to license to the MPP the blockbuster hepatitis C drug—sofosbuvir. But the MPP was
not allowed to cover hepatitis C then due to the initial company mandate. Gilead has to set up an access
program to facilitate generic licensing of sofosbuvir in developing countries. [interview with the MPP]
Harvard Business School cases (# 9-510-029 and #9-515-025) elaborate on Gilead’s access programs.
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in technically feasible trials (Finkelstein, 2004). However, branded firms could lose out from IP
sharing without prior evidence about licensees’ compliance. The situation is further complicated
when pool participating firms holding partly substitutable drugs. Although a pool with price caps
on royalty rates can be pro-competitive even with substitutable technologies, how firms would
behave is ambiguous in theory and requires careful empirical work (Rey and Tirole, 2019).
In addition, a patent pool can generate spillover effects to upstream, research-oriented
firms outside the pool (e.g., universities, public institutions). Employees at the MPP regularly
present in medical conferences to disseminate information and communicate with scientists to
encourage diffusion-oriented innovation. Inclusion in the MPP can indicate firms’ openness in IP
diffusion, and thus lower the litigation risks to research-oriented firms if a result enters the forprofit domain (Williams, 2013). This situation is similar to patent commons (i.e., a pool with
zero royalties) in open source software, where opening up IP can increase follow-on R&D and
firm entry (Wen et al., 2015). Often times, follow-on innovation by firms outside the pool can
complement branded firms’ R&D by discovering new or better use of approved drugs and by
providing post-market surveillance. However, whether an access-oriented pool can effectively
engage with the research community is an open empirical question.

3. Data
3.1 Data on HIV Drugs and MPP Licensing Contracts
I first collect data on all HIV drugs approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), including both standalone compounds and multi-compound drug cocktails.12 I obtain the
data from the FDA and AIDSinfo.gov, which is a U.S. government agency providing information
on HIV/AIDS. I convert branded names to generic names to standardize the coding, because the
same drug can have different branded trade names in different countries. I then collect details
about the MPP from its official website and the licensing contracts. The timing of a compoundcountry being included in the MPP is documented in the original contract and amendments.
Table 1 displays key information on all HIV compounds approved by 2018. There are six
drug classes for HIV therapy, including 30 distinct compounds owned by nine branded entities
from 11 firms. Among them, the market leaders are Gilead Science and ViiV Healthcare (i.e., a
12

All existing HIV drugs are approved in the most lucrative U.S. market. Similarly, all clinical trials on
new drug development (for U.S. drug approval or academic publications) must be registered in the U.S.
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joint venture of GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, and Shionogi). I report the FDA approval dates for
each compound and MPP addition dates for associated compounds by the end of 2018.

3.2 Drug Diffusion Data: Public Procurements, Patents, and Country-Year Controls
I use HIV drug purchase records from the Global Fund’s Price and Quality Reporting, a
large-scale public dataset that records procurement transactions made by Global Fund-supported
programs. The non-profit Global Fund is the world’s largest financier of health service programs
for AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria. Specifically, the Global Fund finances about 40 percent of
all HIV drug purchases for low- and middle-income countries (LMIC).13 The implementation
relies on within-country partners such as ministries of health and country-specific committees,
who report results to the Global Fund for monitoring purposes. My sample includes 29 HIV
drugs involving 18 compounds purchased for 103 developing countries during 2007–2017.
I aggregate the raw data from purchasing records to create a country-drug-year level
unbalanced panel dataset. The raw data report the transaction date, the quantity of drugs
purchased in various strengths and dosage forms, prices, selling firm, and destination country. To
measure the diffusion of generic HIV drugs, I calculate the proportion of drug purchases for each
given drug-country-year that is generic. Specifically, I divide the number of purchases made
from generic firms by the total number of purchases for a drug within a country-year. I then
convert each drug-purchase into a standardized dosing quantity in units of per patient-day, and I
calculate the percentage of generic drug quantity at the drug-country-year level.14 I calculate the
number of distinct drug products—a combination of drug-strength-dosage form-firm—at the
drug-country-year level as a proxy measure of within-drug market competitiveness. Table 2
Panel A provides summary statistics for the outcomes. During my sample period, the average
shares of generic purchases and generic quantities are 84.3% and 85.6%, respectively.
I obtain HIV drug-country-specific international patent data from two sources. First, I use
data from the MPP’s own patent database, MedsPaL, which is created in collaboration with
regional patent offices and provides the patent status (e.g., expiration date by country) of selected

13

Source: Global Fund publication, 2016, available at https://tinyurl.com/y4dgwy3w.
The U.S. standard adult daily dosing information is from FDA labeling and AIDSinfo and is reported in
Appendix III (Medical Appendix) Table III.A2. In the absence of perfect dosing data for each country,
this conversion provides the best proxy measure. I use both the measure of the raw percentage of generics
and the quantity-adjusted measures to ensure that my results are not driven by idiosyncratic factors.
14
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drugs. Second, I acquire data on all available international patents on HIV drugs from the Drug
Patent Watch database, following Galasso and Schankerman (2014). A drug is covered by
effective patents if there are any active patents for that drug in the country-year.
I collect country-year level control variables from two sources. First, I use population and
income (GDP per capita) provided by the World Bank. I also use the World Bank Worldwide
Governance Indicators, which are six continuous measures of voice and accountability, political
stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and
control of corruption. Second, I obtain HIV prevalence and age-adjusted death rates from Global
Burden of Disease Study Life Tables provided by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
and curated by Our World in Data from Oxford University.

3.3 Drug Innovation Data: Clinical Trials, Drug Approvals, and Controls
I measure R&D inputs using clinical trials at the compound-year level from 2000–2017. I
obtain clinical trials data from the U.S. registry, ClinicalTrials.gov, the most widely used
database of global clinical trials. The registry was first released in 2000 and was maintained by
the National Library of Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to collect and
share data on clinical trials.15 To identify trials on HIV drugs, I obtain clinical trial identifiers
provided by AIDSinfo of trials related to each FDA-approved HIV drug and pre-approval
investigational drug. AIDSinfo, which is also maintained by the NLM, offers access to the latest
federally approved HIV/AIDS medical information. I convert all branded drug names to their
generic names to unify the coding. Table 2 Panel B reports the summary statistics for the clinical
trials outcomes. On average, there are about 10 U.S.-registered new clinical trials that involved a
given HIV compound in a year, among which branded firms inside the MPP engaged in about
4.4 trials—2.4 trials in-house and two collaborated with firms outside the pool. There are about
21 firms engaged in these trials each compound-year, with a similar distribution pattern.
I also use FDA and WHO approval data for HIV drugs (branded and generic) as output
measures of innovation from 2005–2018. Approvals from only these two agencies are qualified
for expediated registration in many developing countries. HIV drugs can be approved by the

15

Before 2000, the registry collected and shared data on clinical trials conducted on experimental drugs
with “serious or life-threatening diseases or conditions” (including HIV/AIDS-related drugs). The scope
broadened over time to include all interventions: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/about-site/history.
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FDA through two channels: regular approval and the international program. I extract all FDA
regularly-approved HIV drug product data from the Drugs@FDA database; I obtain international
program approvals via the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), which
began in 2004.16 The two channels maintain the same safety, efficacy, and quality standards;
however, the PEPFAR provides expedited reviews of generic versions of patented drugs to
reduce the global burden of the AIDS epidemic. The WHO pre-qualification program is the other
common mechanism through which HIV drugs are approved for global distribution. Prequalified firms can then register a quality-assured drug in different countries. Table 2 Panel C
reports the summary statistics for the R&D outputs. There are 0.7 approval per drug-year and
about 2.3 approvals per compound-year, indicating the majority approvals are for cocktails.
I obtain U.S. patent data from DrugBank, which is an online drug database widely used
for peer-reviewed research. The U.S. patent status is closely tied with a drug’s owner perceived
value, given that U.S. is the largest drug market. The data provider obtains compound-specific
patent records from the FDA’s Orange Book and further undertakes a manual curation process. I
record the U.S. patent status based on the effective patent period for each compound (i.e., before
the last granted patent expires), and I then assign drug-year level patent status accordingly.

4. Patent Pool and Global Diffusion of HIV Drugs
4.1 Empirical Strategy
To estimate the causal impact of the MPP on generic drug diffusion, I first define drugs
“as they are”—either as standalone compounds or in fixed-dose single-pill drug cocktails. Pool
inclusion timing is coded based on compound-level inclusion into the pool, because a compound
is the lowest-level unit for standalone and cocktail drugs alike. I exploit variation in the timing of
drug-country additions to the pool and estimate the difference-in-differences model as follows.
𝑦𝑑𝑐𝑡 = 𝛿𝑑𝑐 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝜷𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾̃𝑋̃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂𝑋𝑑𝑐𝑡 + 𝜀𝑑𝑐𝑡
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(1)

Source: https://www.fda.gov/InternationalPrograms/PEPFAR/ucm119231.htm. Drugs approved via
PEPFAR cannot be marketed in the U.S. I focus on all drug approvals and tentative approvals by the FDA
and WHO during 2005–2018, because drug approval policies changed in 2004 and 2005 following the
FDA’s new initiative to expedite AIDS drug reviews and the end of the Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement’s grace period for Indian generic firms, respectively.
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Here, 𝑦𝑑𝑐𝑡 is an outcome variable aggregated to the drug-country-year level, including the share
of generic transactions of a drug, the quantity-adjusted generic shares, and the number of distinct
products purchased for a drug in a country-year. 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 is an indicator for whether a drug 𝑑 has
any compound included in the MPP in country 𝑐 in year 𝑡. I also examine another 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡
measure using the share of MPP compounds in a drug for a country-year 𝑐𝑡. The variable 𝑋𝑑𝑐𝑡
controls whether any effective patents on drug 𝑑 exist in country 𝑐 for a given year 𝑡.
Each regression contains fixed effects for drug-country pairs (𝛿𝑑𝑐 ) and year (𝛿𝑡 ) to
account for differences between drug-countries and years, respectively. The drug-country fixed
effects capture differences in unobserved factors that correlate with the generic share of a drug in
a country that are not recorded in observable data, such as response rate, resistant rate, and
expected profit for each drug in each country. 𝑋̃𝑐𝑡 contains a set of observed country-year level
control variables, including institutional factors, HIV prevalence and death rates, log population,
and GDP per capita.17 Standard errors are two-way clustered at country and drug levels to allow
for arbitrary autocorrelation within a country and a drug (Cameron et al., 2011).18
There are two identifying assumptions: common trends and lack of common shocks. I test
the former using an event study model, and I support the latter by elaborating on why the data
generating process is driven by factors arguably orthogonal to the outcomes of interest.
I test the common trends assumption using an event study framework. First, this
framework helps to assess the validity of the assumption that the trend in the control group that
outside the MPP (drug-country-years outside the MPP) is a valid counterfactual for the treated
group (drug-country-years in the MPP). Differential trends of outcome variables between the
treatment and control groups in the pre-treatment period would suggest endogeneity in drugcountry inclusion or, potentially, correlation with other shocks. Second, the event study measures
the dynamic responses of outcomes to policies—whether the effects fade or build over time. The
MPP impacts could gradually build up (because diffusion takes time) and diminish over time
when the dependent variable is bounded by 100%. I estimate event study models as follows:
𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑦𝑑𝑐𝑡 = 𝛿𝑑𝑐 + 𝛿𝑡 + ∑𝑗∈𝑇 𝜷𝒋 1 { 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
} + 𝛾̃𝑋̃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂𝑋𝑑𝑐𝑡 + 𝜀𝑑𝑐𝑡 .
𝑗
𝑑𝑐𝑡

17
18

(2)

The institutional factors are the six worldwide governance indicators described in the data section.
Results are robust to alternative clustering methods at the country level and country-drug level.
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Here, 𝛽𝑗 represents the difference between treatment and control units 𝑗 years relative to when a
drug-country was included in the MPP. For drug cocktails that have multiple compounds, I
define the event time as years relative to when any compound was first included in the pool.
Next, I describe the data generating process to support the lack of common shocks
assumption. First, which patented drugs are included in the pool results from perceived value and
negotiation outcomes, and below I present evidence that drugs inside and outside the pool appear
to be similar in quality and in initial approval year. In a learning-by-doing process, the MPP aims
to target candidate drugs that are of high clinical and market values, but targeted drugs are not
always added; firms can also voluntarily contribute other drugs to the pool. In principle, the MPP
follows the WHO Essential Medicine List on marketed drugs that have demonstrated sufficient
effectiveness.19 In practice, the MPP also considers pre-approval drugs and aims to further speed
up generic access. By the end of my sample period, patented drugs inside and outside the MPP
are similar in terms of sales and approval time. Specifically, six HIV compounds are listed in the
top 100 drugs by global sales in 2012, and three of the six HIV compounds are in the MPP
(Table III.A3); the U.S. approval dates are similar for drugs in and outside the pool (Table 1).
Second, drug-specific MPP sales territories typically vary by the branded firm and always
include sub-Saharan Africa and Djibouti; additional inclusion of countries roughly depends on
income groups, prior voluntary licensing status, and exercises in public relations.20 When
initially adding a drug, branded firms typically include over 90 countries in the MPP territory,
and rarely add more countries later. Thus, territory decisions are not likely driven by temporary
country-specific demand shocks that can induce higher generic supply without the pool. In many
cases, firms had already issued bilateral generic licensing and voluntary free licensing before the
MPP was established, and countries in pre-existing licenses are typically also included in the
initial MPP territory (Juneja et al., 2017). This situation can bias my estimates towards zero. In
addition, the control variables account for the country-year level differences over time in HIV
death rates, HIV prevalence, population, income, and institutional factors that are related to the
19

The WHO list includes all approved HIV drugs except three pre-2000 withdrawals. They are all of high
market values. The MPP broadly target any HIV drugs in early years to demonstrate the business model.
20
I obtained the details from interviews with MPP employees in Geneva, Switzerland. A branded firm
can follow the “low-income” defined by the World Bank or use its own per capita income cut-off value.
One firm once split the name of an island country into two to boost the number of countries it helped.
Another firm once left one sub-Saharan African country outside the MPP territory unintentionally and
added it back once reminded. These factors are likely orthogonal to changes in my outcomes of interest.
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demand and distribution for the drug. The outcomes in percentages further account for supplyside factors, because overall demand increases will affect both generic and branded drugs.
Third, the timing of when a drug-country is eligible for MPP licensing is partly affected
by negotiation time and scientific discovery. The negotiation time is affected by firms’ attitude
and administrative efficiency. For example, Gilead Sciences used generic licensing years before
the MPP was established and has gradually put all of their HIV drugs into the pool, including
two investigational drugs in late-stage clinical trials. In contrast, Janssen was approached by the
MPP early on but has never officially joined the MPP.21 While I cannot perfectly determine what
drives entry and when it happens, it is unrelated to factors that are most likely to cause a bias. To
show this, I regress the MPP indicator on observables related to demand, demographics, income,
institutional factors, and fixed effects at drug-country and year levels. As shown in Table A1,
none of the key observables are significant predictors of the timing, and the goodness of fit
barely increases when adding observables to the regression.22 Empirical tests and institutional
knowledge indicate that the timing is driven by factors orthogonal to my outcomes of interest.
Furthermore, the smallest treatment unit is at the compound level, while each purchase is
at the drug level: as a standalone compound or a drug cocktail. As a robustness check for
measurement error, I estimate a compound-country-year level model where drug cocktails are
converted into compounds. This model is estimated using equation (1) but on compoundcountry-year (𝑦𝑎𝑐𝑡 ) aggregated data, with fixed effects at the compound-country and year levels.
4.2 Does the MPP Foster Diffusion of Affordable Generic Drugs?
The main results from the drug-country-year analysis indicate that the MPP increases
generic shares. Table 3 Panel A reports the baseline estimates using an indicator for 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 .
Column (1) controls for fixed effects at drug-country and year levels; columns (2)–(3) gradually
adds observable controls at country-year and drug-country-year levels, respectively.23 Across
columns (1)–(3), coefficient stability reduces concerns on omitted variable bias and measurement
21

Janssen agreed on a covenant not to sue without further commitment in technology transfer and formal
licensing. Janssen is unsure whether the MPP model would work [interview with Frank Daelemans].
22
Similar, Figure A1 depicts trends of HIV death rates and prevalence; neither show spikes during my
sample period. Civil society advocacy and compulsory licensing threats for the inclusion of additional
countries into the MPP are typically outside my sample periods and affecting the comparison group.
23
Because comprehensive global patent data are hard to obtain (Lerner & Seru, 2017), I demonstrate the
robustness of my results across specifications with and without the drug-country-year patent control.
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errors on observables. The results indicate that adding a drug-country pair in the MPP increases
the share of generic purchases of this drug in the country by about seven percentage points. This
is a substantial increase given the already high generic coverage in developing countries (84% on
average during my sample period). Columns (4)–(6) report results from regressions using the
share of generic quantities purchased. Coefficient estimates are of similar magnitudes and
precision to these in columns (1)–(3) and are stable across specifications. However, there is no
statistically significant effect on the number of drug products purchased (columns 7–9). This
result is consistent with the idea that countries may still purchase a subset of drug products when
there are more options available and benefit from competition-induced price reductions.
The main results are robust to using alternative measures of the treatment variable,
reported in Table 3 Panel B as the percentage of MPP compounds over total compounds for a
drug in a country-year. The results are qualitatively similar to the indicator measure and slightly
larger in magnitude. I mainly focus on the indicator measure below, because it captures the most
salient changes at the extensive margin and favors simplicity in explanation.
The associated event studies support the main results discussed above and are reported in
Figure 4. No pre-trends exist that violate the difference-in-differences assumptions. The lack of
pre-trends is particularly clear for the outcomes of percentages of generic orders and generic
quantities. The post-period trends for these outcomes rise from zero, consistent with the estimate
of the significantly positive average treatment effects, despite the lack of power to precisely
estimate the impact for each post-period. The effects gradually build after a drug enters the MPP
and stabilize over time, consistent with time varying treatment effects that take time to establish
and then bounded by 100%. The event study for product variety demonstrates a similar pattern.
In Table 3 Panel C, I report results after converting drug cocktails into compounds – the
smallest treatment unit. The compound-country-year analysis further supports my main results
with more precise estimates. In the full sample, adding a compound in the pool increases the
percentages of generic drug orders and generic drug quantities ordered by about 10% across
specifications; all estimates are statistically significant at the 1% level. The estimates from the
product variety regressions are larger in magnitude than those in the drug-country-year results
but similarly are not statistically significantly different from zero at conventional levels. The
corresponding event studies with the full set of control variables are presented in Figure 4 panel
(b). Overall, there are no pre-trends from the event studies for the outcomes of interest. The post-
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period increases in the share of generic drug purchases and quantities are clear and significant.
The graph for product variety is relatively less precise, which matches the results in Table 3.

4.3 Subsample Heterogeneity and Robustness Checks
Previous results show the overall treatment effects, and I now demonstrate that the results
in subsamples vary by patent status. As discussed before, the MPP’s impact is expected to be
stronger in countries in which a drug is patented because a firm considering launching a generic
drug in that country needs to secure a license (or licenses) or risk a lawsuit. Countries without
patents can also benefit from the MPP through spillover effects, such as enhanced international
trade. Table A2 reports the results, and they match the prediction: across specifications and
measures, the percentage of generic drug orders increases more in countries where a drug placed
in the MPP was patented. The MPP coefficient estimates are similar when using percentage of
generic drug quantities purchased as the outcome variable. Similar to the baseline case, the
impact of MPP inclusion on within-drug product varieties is statistically insignificant.
The above analyses all support the hypothesis that the MPP works as a market-based
institution to increase generic utilization. Here, I provide additional analyses using price as a
counterpart measure.24 Simple analyses of price and quantities suggest that the MPP reduces
prices and increases overall quantities accordingly. Table A3 reports the reduced-form evidence
using price and quantities as outcome variables. Overall price per patient-year reduces by about
$87, mainly from a substantial reduction in generic prices, and quantities react correspondingly.
More comprehensive analyses on prices and quantities would consider more factors such as
market structure and demand in the presence of substitutes. Therefore, I examine demand and
supply more formally and estimate the welfare effects in section 6.
To further demonstrate the robustness regarding country territories and drugs included in
the control group, Tables A4 and A5 report a set of tests designed to show that my results are
robust to alternative definitions. Table A4 repeats the analyses in MPP-common territories for all
drugs (47 countries: sub-Saharan Africa and Djibouti) and in the territories ever covered by any
MPP drugs (92 countries). The results are similar to the main analysis. Table A5 reproduces the
24

Higher generic share is a sufficient but not necessary condition for lower prices, because the latter can
be achieved by non-market strategies such as price ceiling and branded-firms’ donations. Besides, price
calculation involved strength and dosing conversion that makes it less straightforward in interpretation.
Thus, I use generic shares and distinct products purchased as main measures in the diffusion analysis.
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analyses on subsamples of drugs. Column (1) focuses on the first MPP addition of compounds
and drugs in the same classes as these compounds. The first MPP addition is more likely to be
unanticipated as this process is unprecedented. Column (2) drops drugs in the drug class without
any MPP inclusion by the end of the sample period. Column (3) drops drugs with any of the four
toxic compounds that are no longer recommended in the U.S., although they are still widely used
in developing countries. Column (4) drops drugs approved before 1996, the year the oldest MPP
compound was approved in the U.S. Column (5) keeps only drugs developed by branded firms
inside the MPP. My results and conclusions are robust in all cases.
Furthermore, I test an alternative specification that includes a full set of country-year
level fixed effects. Country-year level observable controls are dropped in this specification due
to collinearity. The country-year level fixed effects accounts for the fixed differences between
each country-year to address the concerns that there can be unobserved demand or institutional
shocks happened in a country-year beyond the most relevant demand or institutional observables.
Table A6 reports the results. All of the coefficient estimates are very similar in magnitude and
statistical significance to those in my preferred main specification.25
In sum, I find that the MPP increases the percentage of generic HIV drug purchases in
developing countries. The result is robust to alternative measures, specifications, and subsamples
consisting of different comparison groups. However, an increase in generic diffusion can occur
at the cost of innovation, and it is ex ante unclear how firms may react to this new institution in
R&D behaviors. In the next section, I analyze how firms respond to the MPP in R&D.

5. Patent Pool and Innovation in HIV Drugs
5.1 Drug Innovation Process: Clinical Trials and Drug Approvals
I utilize detailed data to measure both R&D inputs and outputs. I measure R&D inputs
using the number of clinical trials at the compound-year level. Before a new drug is marketed by
a branded firm, it typically undergoes three phases of clinical trials. Phase I usually tests drug
safety in multiple doses on healthy volunteers. Phase II tests drugs on patients with the disease of
interest to assess efficacy and side effects. Phase III evaluates a drug’s efficacy and safety on a
25

I also test a specification that further includes a full set of drug-year fixed effects. The MPP coefficients
are not statistically significant and are smaller in magnitudes. This lack of power with three-way fixed
effects is anticipated as MPP compounds enter 47 to 92 countries at the same time in my sample (e.g., see
territory analyses in Table A4) and drug-year fixed effects would absorb treatment effects.
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large scale versus a control therapy. For HIV/AIDS, clinical trials often test a specific drug
cocktail consisting of multiple compounds. Phase IV study involves post-market surveillance to
monitor drug use and determine a drug’s long-term effects. Follow-on trials of drugs that have
already been approved for the same or a different disease can skip phases I and II.26 I use all
clinical trials initiated between 2000 to 2017 that explicitly include HIV treatment compounds.
After a Phase III trial, a branded firm can submit a new drug application to the FDA,
which decides whether to approve the drug and at what strength and dosage forms.27 Generic
drugs typically enter the market after the expiration of patents and market exclusivity, with a few
exceptions. Generic firms are not required to conduct clinical trials for drug approvals as long as
they provide sufficient evidence of the bioequivalence of their product to the reference drug.28

5.2 R&D Reactions in Clinical Trials: Empirical Strategy & Results
I start with aggregate measures and then consider how pool outsiders react to compounds
being placed into the pool, how insiders reallocate R&D, and how these decisions vary across
phases. The goal is to understand how the MPP affects R&D behaviors for different players.
5.2.1 Empirical Strategy
The logic behind the identification strategy is similar to that described in the diffusion
analysis (section 4.2). Once a compound enters the pool, firms may increase trials for drugs that
include the compound. The timing of new compound additions is uncertain at the aggregate
level. An individual branded firm may agree to put a compound in the MPP when possible R&D
opportunities are exhausted in-house, if the firm aims to use the MPP to attract additional outside
investment, or simply for experimentation. I discuss potential concerns and why this entry
26

An indication is a symptom or medical condition to use a medicine. Because HIV drugs are toxic, HIV
trials often need to replace healthy volunteers with patients and combine three phases into two. A trial can
take several months to years cross-phase. HIV drug trials often use surrogate endpoints (e.g., viral load)
instead of mortality to reduce trial time. About 10% of HIV trials do not have phases recorded, when the
main purposes are not applicable to phases or for behavioral trials aimed to improve the use of a drug.
27
Drugs for life-threatening conditions, including HIV/AIDS, typically enter fast-track review and are
approved within six months. The time taken for FDA approval is not always publicly available. The FDA
posted a set of first approval time for HIV drugs – most of them are approved within six months. Text
available at: https://www.fda.gov/forpatients/illness/hivaids/treatment/ucm118915.htm.
28
Generic firms can submit drug applications before the reference drug’s patent expires through the
FDA’s tentative approval or international program, via a patent challenge, or via WHO pre-qualification.
Generic firms can submit drug applications before the reference drug’s patent expires through the FDA’s
tentative approval or international program, via a patent challenge, or via WHO pre-qualification.
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process is orthogonal to my outcomes of interest. I then examine R&D behaviors across firm
types by MPP-affiliation: branded firms inside the MPP, firms outside the MPP (such as research
institutions and small private firms), and collaboration between the two in clinical trials. While it
is interesting to show stratified results, I mainly focus on outsiders’ reactions and do not claim
causality for MPP insiders, as I am not able to disentangle planned and reactive behaviors.
I estimate a difference-in-differences model that exploits when a compound is added to
the MPP to examine changes in R&D activities involving that compound over time:29
𝑦𝑎𝑡 = 𝛿𝑎 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑎𝑡 + 𝜀𝑎𝑡 .

(3)

Here, 𝑦𝑎𝑡 is an outcome aggregated at the compound-year (𝑎𝑡) level, including the total number
of new trials, the total number of participating firms, and the previous two outcomes stratified by
MPP-affiliation, phase, and funding source. 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡 indicates whether a compound at time 𝑡 was
included in the MPP. Each regression contains fixed effects for compound (𝛿𝑎 ) and year (𝛿𝑡 ) to
account for unobserved differences between compounds and years, respectively. 𝑋𝑎𝑡 controls for
observed differences in compound-year characteristics, such as whether compound 𝑎 was FDAapproved in year 𝑡 and whether the compound is covered by a U.S. patent in year 𝑡. I cluster
standard errors at the compound level to allow for arbitrary autocorrelation within a compound.
The two identifying assumptions are similar to those in the diffusion analysis, common
trends and lack of common shocks, with two minor differences. First, the unit of analysis is at the
compound-level to match innovation measures. Second, factors affecting innovation likely differ
from those affecting diffusion. To empirically justify the first identifying assumption regarding
common trends, I estimate corresponding event studies using the following equation:
𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑦𝑎𝑡 = 𝛿𝑎 + 𝛿𝑡 + ∑𝑗∈𝑇 𝛽𝑗 1 { 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
} + 𝛾𝑋𝑎𝑡 + 𝜀𝑎𝑡 .
𝑗
𝑎𝑡

(4)

Here, 𝛽𝑗 represents the difference between treatment and control units in the period 𝑗 years
relative to when a compound was included in the MPP. I specify the event window to be six
years before and four years after the event; sample sizes are small outside of this range.
The process of innovation and the institution design of the MPP are inconsistent with the
existence of common shocks that would bias my results. One concern is that the MPP may target
29

Following trial identifiers provided by AIDSinfo, trials covering multiple compounds are counted once
for each compound. This logic is consistent with how Finkelstein (2004) defines disease-year trials.
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and obtain compounds that are likely to generate substantial follow-on innovation. In practice,
though, the MPP is an institution with fewer than 20 employees, it mainly focuses on drug
diffusion rather than innovation, and is not likely to have superior data regarding the value of a
compound than HIV scientists and private firms. The clinical value of a compound is typically
unclear until phase III completion, and the market value is further validated by FDA approval
and U.S. patents. Most of the compounds included in the pool are approved and have been
marketed for years.30 Overall, compounds in and out of the pool are roughly of similar quality as
described in section 4.1.
Another concern is that firms may be making decisions regarding when to enter the pool
compound-by-compound in response to expected future value. However, it is theoretically
ambiguous how a non-profit patent pool with imperfectly complementary drugs would affect
R&D (Rey and Tirole, 2019).31 Empirically, the data and my interviews indicate that branded
firms are not making sophisticated compound-level decisions. For example, Gilead contributed
six MPP compounds by the end of 2018—these are all HIV compounds that Gilead owned. The
first four compounds were added to the MPP in 2011 shortly after the MPP approached Gilead,
and the two other compounds were added as early as possible.32 One firm almost contributed all
its drugs but did not due to a CEO change.33 These anecdotes indicate that compound-level
unobserved characteristics that make R&D more attractive for a compound do not necessarily
cause a firm to become more likely to add the compound into the pool. As the first patent pool
focus on drug access to resource-limited countries with large disease burden but little profit
potentials, most of the negotiations between the MPP and branded firms are diffusion-oriented.

5.2.2 Do Firms Invest More in Compounds that are in the MPP?
I find that firms respond to the inclusion of a compound in the MPP with more follow-on
clinical trials. Table 4 Panel A reports results using the number of new clinical trials as the
30

The results are similar when excluding two Gilead drugs entering the MPP pre-approval.
The theoretical setting is closest to section 4.2.3 and Figure 4 in Rey and Tirole (2019). The impact of a
pool (with complements, price caps, and licensing outside the pool) on firm behaviors is ambiguous.
32
Although the first four compounds were added to the MPP in the same year (as a cocktail), the approval
years for them are 2001, 2003, and 2012 (for 2), respectively. The fact that Gilead contributed compounds
to the MPP as early as possible (for fast diffusion) and did not distinguish compounds by age, class, and
other factors alleviates the concern of endogenous timing for R&D.
33
According to the MPP administrators, the timing of inclusion for other firms is mostly affected by firm
leadership and administrative efficiency.
31
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outcome variable. Column (1) indicates that the overall number of new trials on drugs including
a given compound increases by 9.9 trials after the compound is added to the MPP, close to the
mean annual trial rate for a compound during my sample period. The initial estimate is
significant at the 5% level but loses statistical significance once I add observable controls.
However, the coefficient magnitude remains close to the original specification. FDA approval
has a significantly positive association with follow-on trials, while U.S. patent status does not
have a significant coefficient. Results in column (4) indicate that branded firms inside the MPP
collectively choose to initiate 1.6 more trials with MPP-associated compounds. However, the
estimate is significant only at the 10% level. Similarly, column (8) indicates that MPP outsiders
collectively increase new trials that include MPP-associated compounds, significant at the 10%
level. The estimates from insider-outsider partnered trials are not statistically significant.
The results are qualitatively similar when using the number of firms that participated in
trials as the outcome. In Table 4 Panel B, coefficient estimates are positive but not statistically
significant at the 5% level in specifications that control for observables. Dividing coefficients
from Panel A by their counterparts in Panel B provides a proxy for new clinical trials initiated
per participating firm. The per-firm trial rate is about 0.9, 0.4, and 0.3 among insiders, outsiders,
and mixed firms, respectively. These results need to be interpreted carefully across specifications
when I control for observables. The cross-column coefficient estimates are less stable among
MPP insiders than outsiders, as branded firms react strongly to FDA approvals—when drugs can
be marketed; in contrast, branded firms’ decisions to join the MPP are less clear and more likely
experimentation to use this new business model for diffusion. Outsiders react more strongly to
the MPP in total new trials, as the increased openness through the pool provides additional
incentives for follow-on innovation given the lower costs, and the per-firm trial is smaller as the
outsiders are typically smaller in size compared to insiders. Overall, the results from Table 4
indicate that firms, on the margin, react positively to the MPP in terms of follow-on innovation.
The event studies support the effects estimated above and are illustrated in Figure 5. The
event study for the number of new trials has no pre-trend but a clear post-period increase in new
trial initiations, especially four years after MPP entry. The next three event studies display results
for the number of new trials by MPP-affiliation status. The pre-trends for MPP insiders, although
not statistically different from zero, are noisier than those for outsiders and insider-outsider
mixed trials. All event studies involving MPP outsiders demonstrate a pattern of post-period trial
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increases with a 3-4 years’ lag. The event patterns are similar for the number of firms in new
trials, and the post-period reactions are smoother and clearer in these cases, thus indicating that
increases in post-MPP trials from MPP outsiders are primarily driven by more firm participation.

5.2.3 Heterogenous Effects on R&D Reallocation and by Funding Status
Across phases, firms respond to the MPP by starting more late-stage clinical trials, as
reported in Table 5. One would not expect MPP addition to substantially affect phase I trials as
these compounds are already tested for safety (except for new doses). Firms are more likely to
invest more in phase III trials to create new or better drugs based on existing compounds. Panels
A–D report results across phases I–IV. Results are not statistically significant for trials in phases
I and II. The increases in new trials and firm participation for phase III trials are significant at the
1% level. Event studies in Figure A2 justify the results for phase III trials except fully in-house
trials by MPP insiders. Notably, MPP insiders statistically significantly reduce phase IV postmarket trials by about 0.4 per compound-year, with about 0.5 fewer firms participating, at 5%
and 1% levels of significance, respectively. This reduction does not affect overall new phase IV
trials, as the reduction is offset by firms outside the pool doing more phase IV trials (in-house or
jointly with pool insiders). Event studies in the bottom panel of Figure A2 support this point.
Firms’ responses to the MPP also vary by funding type, where firms with public-sector
funding react more strongly with follow-on clinical trials. Notably, most firms outside the MPP
are academic or public institutions partly funded by grants. Table A7 reports the results. I expect
clinical trials to increase in response to the MPP, as the pool increases openness and reduces
costs for follow-on trials. The reactions can be particularly strong among trials that are not fully
funded by industry and in phase III trials that involve multiple compounds. Privately funded
trials are likely to reallocate post-market trials to the pre-market stage. Specifically, privately
funded trials reallocated phases IV trials to pre-market development stages; and this reduction is
more than offset by increases in publicly funded phase IV trials. Figure A4 reports the event
studies; there are no pre-trends for all cases except a pre-period shift in insider phase III trials.
The results across clinical phases and across firm types provide new insights to findings
in the literature. First, market-based institutions can generate results similar to those of nonmarket strategies, like those described in Finkelstein (2004)—policies that spur drug diffusion
can spur technically feasible, follow-on clinical trials by 2.5-fold. My findings suggest that a
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market-based institution can generate about 40% of that effect (1-fold increase). Second, my
results complement Williams (2013) and Sampat and Williams (2019):34 in small molecule areas
and a global setting, increased openness from privately owned IP (patents and data exclusivity)
can foster follow-on innovation from outsiders, particularly in non-private sectors.

5.2.4 Do Firms Invest More in New Compound Development?
In previous sections, I analyzed clinical trials using approved compounds by the end of
2018 because trials on new compounds that had not been approved by the end of my sample
period would not have unified names (i.e., generic names). However, it is also important to
understand the interaction of compounds’ addition to the pool and firms’ R&D activities in
developing new compounds that have not been approved but can further complement existing
drugs. To account for the fact that these pre-approved compounds would not have a unified
name, I aggregate HIV investigational drug trials to the drug class-year level for this analysis.
First, the trend in clinical trials on HIV investigational drugs in Figure A5 suggests no reduction
in overall innovation incentives to explore new drugs. Second, Table A8 and event studies in
Figure 6 confirm the hypothesis that in general, the MPP weakly increases overall R&D activity
in investigational drugs. In addition, the phase-specific event studies (Figure A6) justify that
MPP insiders and industry-funded trials are increasing particularly for phase III trials. This
result, together with previous results, indicates that MPP insiders and industry trial funders invest
more in new compounds that can further complement existing drugs.

5.3 R&D Results in New Drug Approvals
5.3.1 Innovation and Imitation: Overview and Exploratory Analysis
I next use HIV drug approvals to analyze R&D outputs in reaction to the MPP. All of the
HIV drug approvals that I examine are original FDA and WHO approvals of a new product at the
drug-strength-dosage form-firm level. These approvals are obtained by either branded or generic
firms and include tentative generic approvals that only allow for sales in developing countries.
At the drug level, a drug innovation is either an original approval of a new compound or the first
approval of a cocktail that bundles different compounds, whereas a drug imitation is a follow-on

34

For gene technology, data exclusivity hinders follow-on innovation (Williams, 2013), but patents do
not importantly affect follow-on innovation quantitatively (Sampat and Williams, 2019).
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product from the same drug at a chemical level but at a different strength-dosage form or by
different manufacturers. At the drug product level, defined as a drug-strength-dosage form
combination, a product innovation is the first approval of a drug in a formulation (strengthdosage form) by the first applicant firm, while product imitations include any follow-on
approvals of the same drug product by other firms. Not all approvals allow for marketing in the
U.S., but all of these approvals reflect the qualifying status of approved products.
Although branded drug makers lead the development of new compounds, generic firms
develop many new cocktails and products. As reported in Table A9, of the 30 first approvals of
new drugs with already-approved compounds, twenty-seven are new drug cocktails. Among
these 27, thirteen new cocktails were first created by generic firms. Moreover, all of the new
cocktails first created by generic firms have bundled compounds, owned by 2.31 branded firms
on average. In contrast, new branded cocktails have bundled compounds owned by 1.47 branded
firms on average, either via intra-firm bundling or cross-licensing between two firms. This
pattern highlights the often-underappreciated role that generic firms play in drug innovation,
particularly regarding the comparative advantage in cross-firm bundling. The overall pattern is
similar at the drug product level, where generic firms capture a higher share of new drug
products approved when strength and dosage forms are considered.
I analyze the association between MPP status and “time to first generic” using
histograms, survival, and regression analyses. I focus on the sample where a drug product is first
approved generically for a given drug-strength-dose form after all of its underlying compounds
are approved (i.e., it is technically feasible to produce a drug generically). Figure A7 reports
histograms of the “time to first generic,” with and without MPP compounds, in the full sample
(2005–2018) and the sample since MPP establishment (2010–2018). In both samples, the
average “time to first generic” product is smaller for drugs with MPP compounds: three to four
years faster than the counterparts without MPP compounds. Table A9 reports Cox proportional
hazard models and linear models that regress “time-to-generic” on an MPP indicator and fixed
effects at year and drug class levels. The results suggest that products with MPP compounds
have higher odds for an approval (positive coefficient in Panel A) than do the alternatives, and
the “time-to-generic” is shorter for a drug with MPP compounds (negative coefficient in Panel
B). These analyses provide evidence that the MPP is associated with faster generic approvals.
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5.3.2 Does the Patent Pool Induce More Follow-on Drug Approvals?
I then analyze whether the MPP accelerates more follow-on drug product approvals. The
empirical strategy is identical to that used in the analysis of clinical trials except the outcomes
are now the number of new approvals at the drug and compound levels.35
I find that firms have obtained more follow-on drug product approvals for compounds in
the pool relative to those enter the pool later or outside the pool, including generic approvals of
new drug cocktails (innovation) and more generic firms gain approvals to market existing drugs
with pool-covered compounds (imitation). At the drug-year level, Table 6 Panel A measures
MPP treatment as an indicator, and Panel B measures treatment as the share of the number of
compounds in a drug that are in the MPP. In Panel A columns (1)–(2), the MPP-induced increase
in new drug product approvals is about 0.5 more approvals per year in pool-associated drugs and
is robust across specifications. Moreover, the increased product approvals are primarily driven
by generic firms, who create both new drug cocktails and existing products at lower costs. The
results are consistent with the regulatory standards that exempt generic firms from conducting
new clinical trials when the underlying compounds have been previously approved. In Panel B,
the coefficient estimates are statistically more precise when the MPP treatment is measured at the
percentage level to capture changes in both the extensive and intensive margins.
These findings are robust to a sample where drugs are de-bundled to the compound level,
and the coefficient estimates become larger. This result is expected as now the MPP effect
captures the increase in total follow-on drug product approvals involving a compound in either
standalone or cocktail form. Table 6 Panel C reports the analysis of new approvals at the
compound-year level. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that follow-on approvals
with pooled compounds are often developed as drug cocktails instead of as simple imitations at
the compound-level, thereby suggesting higher social values derived through increased
competition among new and more completed cocktail products.36 These results also provide new
empirical insights regarding innovation and competition. Consistent with Aghion et al. (2005),
increasing competition is associated with more innovation when the level of competition is low,
as in my case, the generic competition is low for many compounds.
35

I adjust the event windows to be five years before and after the event to account for the shorter sample
periods 2005–2018, in contrast to 2000–2017 in the clinical trials sample.
36
I also implement a count data model using conditional negative binomial to demonstrate robustness of
the results (reported in Table A11), given that the mean dependent variable is small for drug approvals.
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Event studies support the drug approval analyses and are illustrated in Figure 7. In both
cases, there are no pre-trends in total new approvals and those by generic firms. For follow-on
approvals by branded firms, the pre-trends do not significantly differ from zero but are noisy.
Comparing the columns of graphs within the same panel, most of the new drug or compoundlevel approvals are driven by follow-on product approvals by generic firms, suggesting large
imitation-based investment responses from generic firms. Once I control for initial approvals,
new approvals by branded firms do not substantially change in these figures. Some compounds
are already in the pool before final approval, and it can take years for branded firms to obtain
approvals for new drugs that require new clinical trials. Across panels, the event study responses
are larger when drug cocktails are de-bundled into compounds. Overall, the responses in trial
initiation and firm participation suggest that firms outside the pool are responsive to increases in
the expected return to technologically feasible products once barriers to entry are reduced.

5.3.3 Case Studies: R&D Decisions and Outputs
To supplement the innovation results, I provide a few qualitative cases on new generic
drugs that have stemmed from the MPP and firms’ decisions or reactions during the process.
Although ex ante unclear, new products created by MPP generic licensees can benefit branded
firms by offering a higher market value in developing countries outside the MPP territories. For
example, the new single-pill once-daily cocktail TLD was first approved by a generic firm in
2018 and recommended by the WHO as a starting therapy for treatment naïve patients in the
same year. This WHO recommendation can potentially increase branded sales in other middleincome countries that are not covered by the pool.
Branded firms are not active in developing pediatric formulations, partly because most
pregnant women in the U.S. are tested for HIV. Mother-to-children transmission can then be
prevented by suppressing the viral load during pregnancy with HIV drugs. The lack of a pediatric
version mainly affects developing countries and low-income populations in developed countries.
Under such a circumstance, pooled licensing can induce socially beneficial innovation by
allowing generic firms to develop localized solutions. For example, the first pediatric granules
formulation for lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/r) was developed by generic firms with MPP licenses
and gained FDA approvals in 2018. If needed, branded firms can be granted back low-cost nonexclusive licenses for patents on this new formulation.
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Once participating in the pool, branded firms may adjust R&D strategies accordingly.
The case of Gilead’s pool participation and R&D decisions illustrate this point. Gilead joined the
MPP in July 2011 and contributed several approved drugs, including tenofovir disoproxil
fumarate (i.e., TDF, a prodrug of tenofovir).37 Gilead then started phase II trials of tenofovir
alafenamide fumarate (i.e., TAF, a prodrug of TDF) in December 2011, collected primary results
in October 2012, and started phase III trial in December 2012. The phase III trials on a TAF
cocktail were completed with main results in 2014 and TAF was licensed to the MPP in the same
year, before the 2015 FDA approval. It is worth noting that the earliest clinical trial of TAF was
completed in 2003. Although a firm’s phase III trial decision can be affected by many factors,
the timeline suggests that Gilead is at least not reducing R&D after MPP participation.38
In addition, discussions with practitioners suggest that drug access programs can benefit
branded firms by improving corporate image. This change can increase employee retention and
attract institutional investors (e.g., pension funds) who would invest in firms that actively make a
social impact. Generic licensing via the MPP can be a cost-effective way to reach these goals.
Overall, results from the innovation analysis suggest that firms react to the MPP with
higher R&D inputs and outputs. The increases in R&D inputs of new clinical trial initiations and
firm participation come from both pool insiders and outsiders. While pool outsiders increase
trials on drugs with pooled compounds, pool insiders invest more in new compound development
and shift post-market trials to outsiders. The increases in R&D outputs of new drug product
approvals are primarily driven by generic versions of existing drugs and new formulations.

6. Welfare Analysis – A Simple Model of Demand and Supply
This section reports the welfare analysis of the MPP. The goal is to examine whether the
MPP is cost-effective in achieving the current results. I first provide an overview of the basic setup, followed by a formalization of the demand and supply equations. I then report the estimation
results and results of counterfactual simulations.

37

Prodrug is an inactive compound that can be metabolized into a pharmacologically active form within
the body. In many cases, prodrug can improve the absorption of a drug with lower dose and side-effects.
38
Furthermore, Gilead started phases II/III trials on tenofovir-based microbicides in 2012, while the phase
I trials were finished in 2008. Those trials are joint with partners in the public sector from South Africa.
Because microbicides belong to a new drug class that is more valuable to developing countries, Gilead’s
decision may reflect a combination of factors, among which can be its engagement with the MPP.
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6.1 Overview: Basic Intuition
Quantifying the cost-effectiveness of a patent pool is challenging, as most products are
sold globally despite relatively concentrated innovation activities. In my case, the MPP separates
the market into sales territories and, based on my previous results, increases diffusion and R&D,
so a welfare analysis for the developing countries in my diffusion sample is conservative yet
informative for calculating cost-effectiveness. Another challenge of studying patent pools is the
difficulty in categorizing technologies with clear ex ante measures of their intrinsic substitution
patterns. My setting allows me to measure substitutability based on drug classes. The decision of
HIV drug purchases can be premised on sequential choices: first, choice of a drug class, and then
choice of drugs within the chosen class. Regardless of whether a drug purchased is a standalone
compound or a cocktail, the treatment requires multi-compound bundling.39 The MPP would not
directly enter patients’ preferences towards a drug. Including the MPP as a marginal cost shifter
is related to my previous findings and the conceptual framework that the pool lowers licensing
costs and royalty rates.40 My counterfactuals examine what would happen in the absence of the
MPP and with an expanded MPP. I then compare welfare changes to the MPP operating costs.

6.2 A Simple Model of Demand and Supply
6.2.1 Demand-Side: Nested Discrete Choice Model
Patients in each country choose whether to take drugs and choose among available
choices following physicians’ suggestions. The choice sets of drugs vary across countries and
over time. Denote 𝐷𝑐𝑡 as the set of HIV drugs available from my data source in country 𝑐 at year
𝑡, and index drug by 𝑗. Each patient-physician pair in a country in a given year decides whether
to take a drug in the choice set 𝐷𝑐𝑡 = {1,2, . . , 𝑑𝑐𝑡 } or use outside options – taking no drugs or
from other sources. Each drug 𝑗 belongs to drug class 𝑔(𝑗) based on its mechanism of action.
Specifically, each patient-physician pair 𝑖 in country 𝑐 at year 𝑡 chooses drug 𝑗 from the 𝐷𝑐𝑡 + 1
options to maximize the conditional indirect utility function as below:

39

I observe drug purchases but not how patients use them, which limits the richness of the demand model
I can estimate. Besides, my sample period (2007-2017) is not sufficient to model new drug launches, as
most of them have not entered my data, resulting in conservative welfare estimations. I also abstract away
from branded-generic interactions with the drug-country-year level aggregate data. Thus, my exercise is
best viewed as an empirical illustration of the idea of drug cocktails in the context of a patent pool.
40
The marginal cost assumption is institutionally backed as royalty rates are defined as % sales here.
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𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑡 = 𝑋
⏟𝑗𝑐𝑡 𝛽 − 𝛼𝑝𝑗𝑐𝑡 + 𝜉𝑗𝑐𝑡 + 𝜁𝑖𝑔(𝑗)𝑐𝑡 + (1 − 𝜎)𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑡 . (5)
𝛿𝑗𝑐𝑡

Here, 𝛿𝑗𝑐𝑡 is the mean utility of drug 𝑗 in country-year market 𝑐𝑡. 𝑋𝑗𝑐𝑡 is a vector of observables,
including the number of compounds in a drug, number of distinct products for a drug in each
country-year, HIV prevalence and death rates, income, log(population), institutional factors, and
fixed effects at country and year levels. 𝑝𝑗𝑐𝑡 is the average price of drug 𝑗 in country 𝑐 and year
𝑡. The parameter 𝜉𝑗𝑐𝑡 is the unobserved quality of drug 𝑗 from the perspective of country 𝑐
patients and can differ across country-year. 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑡 is an independent taste shock following the
extreme value distribution, 𝜁𝑖𝑔(𝑗)𝑐𝑡 is a group specific taste of the patient-physician pair, and
(1 − 𝜎) measures the relative weight of idiosyncratic and group preferences.
Given the functional forms associated with nested logit models, the market share of each
product for any set of product qualities 𝛿𝑗 can be calculated à la Berry (1994).41 With aggregate
data, the estimation equation is as follows:
ln(𝑠𝑗 ) − ln(𝑠0 ) = 𝜎 ln(𝑠𝑗|𝑔(𝑗) ) + 𝑋
⏟𝑗 𝛽 − 𝛼𝑝𝑗 + 𝜉𝑗 ,

(6)

𝛿𝑗 −𝛿0

where 𝑠𝑗|𝑔(𝑗) is drug 𝑗’s share of its nest in a given country-year market 𝑐𝑡. I estimate the model
using two-stage least square with instruments for conditional market share ln (𝑠𝑗|𝑔(𝑗) ) and price
𝑝𝑗 . I include three instruments: patent status, the number of distinct manufacturers for a given
drug in a country-year market, and the number of distinct competing products (i.e., drug product
and manufacturer combinations for other drugs in the same drug class). The latter two are “BLP
instruments” following Berry et al. (1995).42 I discuss relevant tests in the results section (6.3).
Standard errors are clustered at drug-country level to allow for arbitrary autocorrelation within a
drug-country pair. Using parameters from the demand estimation, the nested logit model allows
researchers to calculate expected consumer surplus in each market using equation (7) below:

41

To explore the robustness of the results to the demand model specifications, I also implemented a plain
logit model. In the empirical implementation, I define the market size as 30% of the population. I test the
sensitivity of the results to other market size definitions and report those results in Appendix Table A12.
42
The BLP instruments are valid as long as the drug characteristics are exogenous. The justification is
that drug characteristics are determined at the time of trials, and once approved, firms cannot change the
characteristics in the short-run. The instruments are relevant, as a drug that has close competitors (drugs
within the same drug class work through the same mechanism of action) is likely to be priced lower.
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𝛿

1

1−𝜎

𝐸(𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑡 ) = ln {Σ𝑔 [Σ𝑗∈𝑔 exp ( 𝑗 )]
𝛼
1−𝜎

}.

(7)

Here, the choices among nests (i.e., drug classes) depend only on their inclusive values 𝛿𝑗 =
𝑋𝑗 𝛽 − 𝛼𝑝𝑗 + 𝜉𝑗 , as there are no nest-specific observables entering the utility function. The total

consumer surplus during my sample period can be calculated as the summation of market-size
weighted expected consumer surplus values across markets. Therefore, the baseline consumer
surplus with the MPP can be calculated independent of the supply-side estimation.

6.2.2 Supply-Side Pricing: Competitive Pricing & Bertrand-Nash Game
In this section, I describe two simple cases in modeling supply and how each case is
motivated by previous findings. The first case models supply using a constant marginal cost
pricing equation as in Bertrand competition. The second case uses a Bertrand-Nash game in an
oligopolistic setting. In both cases, the MPP affects pricing by lowering marginal costs. Each of
the two cases has its advantages in capturing realistic features of the market, but each also has
limitations. The actual market structure is bounded by the two cases – oligopolistic pricing with a
competitive fringe – a structure that is not feasible to model directly.43 Therefore, the actual
results can be interpreted as a weighted average of my two cases.
In the first case, I estimate the supply side using a marginal cost pricing scheme. This setup captures the realistic feature that generic firms produce at marginal costs and generic market
shares are high in developing countries. My previous results from the diffusion and innovation
analyses support competitive pricing in that there are increases in the generic shares and new
drug product approvals. I use j to denote drug-country pair and estimate the following equation.
𝑝𝑗 = 𝑚𝑐𝑗 = 𝑋𝑗 𝛾 + 𝛽𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑗 + 𝜔𝑗

(8)

Here, MPP indicates whether a drug-country is in the MPP in a year. 𝑋𝑗 is a vector of drugcountry-year level controls including whether a drug is effectively patented in a country-year,
number of drug products and competitors for a drug in a country-year, country-year level HIV
prevalence and age-adjusted death rates, population, income, institutional factors, country and
year fixed effects. Quantity is not included in this baseline competitive case, because firms do

43

I do not have sufficiently rich data to model a dynamic pricing game. In common with the prior
literature (Song et al., 2017), I model drug pricing as a static game.
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not face capacity constraints in a competitive market with many generic firms. Once the pricing
equation is estimated, counterfactual prices can be simulated by changing the MPP indicator.
In the second case, I estimate supply with oligopolistic pricing in a static Bertrand–Nash
game with differentiated products. Firms can have market power in the short-run before reaching
the competitive equilibrium in the long-run. Each firm acts as either a single-product or multiproduct drug firm where each drug belongs to a nest based on its drug class. This design captures
the realistic feature that the brand ownership of a drug does not matter as much for generic drug
makers, but the “business stealing effect” comes from drugs with similar characteristics (i.e.,
drugs in the same class). Each country-year is a separate market, and a firm maximizes profit
from all drugs they produce using the equation below:
Π = Σ𝑗 (𝑝𝑗 − 𝑚𝑐𝑗 ) × 𝑠𝑗 (𝑝𝑗 ) × 𝑀.

(9)

Here, 𝑗 indexes drug 𝑗 in a country-year market, and 𝑀 represents the same market size measure
used in the demand estimation. Note that the substitution patterns between drugs 𝑗 and 𝑘 are
affected by their corresponding drug classes 𝑔𝑗 and 𝑔𝑘 . The first-order condition yields
sj (𝑝𝑗 ) + Σ𝑘 (𝑝𝑘 − 𝑚𝑐𝑘 ) ×

𝜕𝑠𝑘 (𝑝)
𝜕𝑝𝑗

= 0.

(10)

𝜕𝑠

I define the price derivative matrix as Δ𝑗𝑘 = − 𝜕𝑝𝑘 , following Berry et al. (1995). Here, 𝑓𝑗
𝑗

indicates that drug j is owned by firm f. I estimate two structures. First, I estimate a single
product oligopoly, where each representative firm owns one product. Second, I estimate a multiproduct oligopoly with drug-level ownership, where I assign a cross-firm cocktail owner to a
separate entity. Derivation of Δ𝑗𝑘 and additional results are provided in Appendix III.
1

𝜎

𝛼𝑠𝑗 (1−𝜎 − 1−𝜎 𝑠𝑗|𝑔 − 𝑠𝑗 ) , 𝑗 = 𝑘
𝜎

−𝛼𝑠𝑗 (1−𝜎 𝑠𝑘|𝑔 + 𝑠𝑘 ) , 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘, 𝑔𝑗 = 𝑔𝑘 , 𝑓𝑗 = 𝑓𝑘

Δ𝑗𝑘 =
{

−𝛼𝑠𝑗 𝑠𝑘
0

(11)

, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘, 𝑔𝑗 ≠ 𝑔𝑘 , 𝑓𝑗 = 𝑓𝑘
, 𝑜. 𝑤. (𝑖. 𝑒. , 𝑓𝑗 ≠ 𝑓𝑘 )

Rewrite the F.O.C as 𝑠 − Δ[𝑝 − 𝑚𝑐] = 0; it then follows that 𝑝 = 𝑚𝑐 + Δ−1 𝑠. The new
estimation equation is as below, suppressing the country-year subscript and indexing drug with 𝑗:
𝑚𝑐𝑗 = 𝑝𝑗 − Δ−1 𝑠𝑗 = 𝑋𝑗 𝛾 + 𝛽𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑗 + 𝜂𝑞𝑗 + 𝜔𝑗 .
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(12)

Here, the covariate 𝑋𝑗 specification is the same as that in equation (8), except I include quantity 𝑞
in the regression to capture firms’ capacity constraint in oligopolistic settings. I instrument 𝑞
using the number of competing products in the same class (Berry et al., 1995; Song et al., 2017).

6.3 Results and Counterfactuals
I first report results from the demand and supply estimation, respectively. Then, a welfare
analysis is reported using estimated parameters from the demand and supply sides. The basic
idea is to simulate scenarios by changing the MPP quasi-experiment. For example, I shut down
the MPP parameters in the estimated oligopolistic marginal cost curve. I then simulate
counterfactual equilibrium prices and quantities by solving the new first-order condition and
update for each market. New consumer and producer surpluses are computed accordingly.
Details on the counterfactual simulation are reported in Appendix III (Mathematical Appendix).
Demand estimation results are consistent with model assumptions. Table 7 column (1)
reports results using ordinary least square (OLS) and columns (2)–(3) report the main results
using nested logit models. In the nested logit model, the coefficient estimates of within-group
market share is 0.863 and statistically significant at the 1% level. This result supports the nested
logit assumption that drugs are closer substitutes within a group than between groups. A
comparison of the price coefficients between OLS and the nested logit model reveals that there is
a positive correlation between price and demand shocks and that the instrumental variables
mitigate the problem. The price coefficient increases in absolute value from -0.137 in the OLS
model to -1.946 in the nested logit model, and in all models the price coefficients are significant
at the 1% level. The first-stage Kleibergen–Paap F-statistic of the excluded instruments for both
endogenous variables is 19.30, and the Sanderson–Windmeijer multi-various first-stage Fstatistics for each endogenous variable are much larger.
Supply-side estimates provide evidence that the MPP reduced drug costs and is robust to
various assumptions concerning market structure. As shown in Table 8, results under constant
marginal cost pricing are similar to these in oligopolistic pricing, all indicating significant
marginal cost reduction from the MPP at the 1% level. Specifically, the MPP reduces marginal
costs by $0.6 per patient-day under competitive pricing and by $1.9 under oligopolistic pricing
across ownership assumptions. The estimated quantity coefficients are positive yet small. These
quantity estimates are consistent with the fact that supply curves are upward sloping, as
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oligopolistic firms face some capacity constraint as quantity goes up. In cases where marginal
costs are not independent of quantity, drug patent protection increases marginal costs, and the
number of competitors in the market reduces marginal costs. These results are robust to the
inclusion of country-year level observable controls and to statistical tests on the BLP instrument.
The welfare and counterfactual results in Table 9 further quantifies how much the MPP
increases both consumer and producer surpluses in dollar values. Consumers benefit from cost
savings induced by the MPP via joint licensing, and producers can benefit from market
expansion in developing countries and increased sales via the generic network. The estimated
current consumer surplus across all markets (country-year) during my sample period is $8.7
billion, on the same order of magnitude as the total revenue during my sample period ($4.3
billion) and consistent with demand being elastic. Compared to the counterfactual cases without
a patent pool, the MPP results in $0.69-1.39 billion consumer surplus gains across market
structure specifications. These are equivalent to 8.60-18.94% increases from counterfactuals
consumer surplus. Overall, the benchmark level of consumer welfare gains I estimate is similar
to the MPP’s estimates of cost savings ($1.06 billion).44 The estimated producer surplus gains are
up to $181 million and are consistent with theories that producers also benefit from cost-reducing
technologies, and market-creating innovation has profit potentials even in countries with poverty.
The costs of operating the patent pool can be incorporated using a back-of-the-envelope
cost-benefit type welfare calculation. Given the limited data on modern patent pools, there is
limited understanding of the costs directly associated with the intermediary. I overcome this
issue with transparent, audited financial statements from the MPP.45 The total operating cost of
the MPP is about $33 million from its establishment in July 2010 to the end of 2017 (less than $5
million per year). This amount is small compared to the welfare gains estimated above. These
counterfactuals results, together with the diffusion and innovation analyses, suggest that the MPP
is an effective business model in a LMIC setting with elastic demand. Lower prices from generic
licensing generate larger responses in terms of quantity increases, which can further increase
profits. This calculation is conservative as both branded and generic firms also benefit from
reduced administrative costs that are not incorporated here.

44

They multiply quantities sold by the price differences between the lowest branded and generic prices.
Year-specific financial data collected are reported in Appendix Table A13. As a reference, $5 million
annual operating costs is comparable to that for a regional NPO program such as “Girl Scout Cookies.”
45
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7. Discussion and Conclusion
I find that the first joint licensing platform in medicine, the MPP, increases the diffusion
of affordable generic versions of pool-associated drugs by about seven percentage points. The
results are stronger in countries where a drug has been patented and when drug cocktails are debundled to the compound level. The results are robust to a set of robustness and sensitivity tests.
In addition, the pool also fosters a pro-competitive environment with R&D increases in both
follow-on clinical trials and drug approvals. Branded firms inside the pool decide to reallocate
clinical trials to drugs close to the market and new compound development. Firms outside the
pool increase trials with pooled compounds. And generic firms obtain more drug approvals with
pool-associated compounds. Overall, the MPP increases welfare by lowering the costs of
licensing and offers new channels of marketing in previously underdeveloped markets.
Although I focus on a pool with HIV drug cocktails, the nature of the disease and
treatment regimen are broadly related to other disease areas. For example, the MPP expanded in
2015 to work on hepatitis C and tuberculosis, which are also chronic conditions that require
cocktail treatment and with higher disease prevalence globally. As the MPP further expanded in
2018 to work on all small molecule drugs in the WHO’s essential medicine list, more research is
needed to understand the long-term impact of the patent pool. In addition, many diseases started
from developing countries and became prevalent in the U.S., making it mutually beneficial to
develop institutions to facilitate diffusion and innovation that can benefit all countries. In the
presence of rising anti-microbial resistance, market-based institutions such as patent pools can
unite global talent to tackle urgent global issues. Furthermore, for new therapeutic areas, such as
gene and cell therapies, patent disputes make it difficult to align incentives of multiple players. It
can be worthwhile to use some patent pool features in the biotechnology platform designs.
In addition, the MPP provides some insights in inter-firm alliances from a mechanism
design perspective. This pool carries several features that appeared in historical patent pools with
modern twists. First, the MPP is a non-profit pool with for-profit patent holders. The publicprivate partnership makes it natural to consider diffusion and innovation in coordinated manners.
This partnership is similar to the aircraft patent pool during WWI that spurred the growth of the
U.S. aircraft industry. Second, the lowest licensing unit is at the compound level, and all relevant
territory patents are included in the MPP licenses. This compound-based all-patent package
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eliminates selection in patents. Third, the pool segments the market to preserve lucrative highincome territories for branded firms and use implicit price caps for low-income territories to
deter price fixing. The geographic separation allows branded firms to maintain prior strategies in
lucrative markets and to broaden well-compliant patent licensing in developing countries.
Focusing on the first modern biomedical patent pool has clear advantages and some
limitations. I take the pool design as given and cannot extrapolate if the pool design changes
drastically and becomes completely profit driven. One needs to be careful about the external
validity of a global pool with an economic development focus. The substantial internal validity
of the MPP is worth noting, and more research is needed to evaluate pools with complex biologic
products. Besides, because a patent pool is designed to reduce multiple frictions in the market for
patent licensing, it is difficult to quantify the relative magnitude of each mechanism precisely.
This paper has multiple implications for innovation, antitrust policy, and firm strategies,
particularly given the ongoing expansion of the MPP and the increasing intention to use patent
pools in biomedical sciences. First, branded firms can use patent pools to collaboratively expand
the global market and reduce costs. Second, effective technology diffusion involves detailed
licensing designs that allow for broad use of patents and the preservation of licensor’s rights in
the preferred sales territory. Third, a patent pool can be an institutional innovation to align public
and private interests to increase profits and improve welfare. Fourth, for diseases with heavy
global burdens, technology diffusion can benefit both consumers and firms by leveraging
comparative advantages across branded and generic firms in the global economy.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Graphical Structure of the Licensing Market without and with a Patent Pool
Notes: Author’s graph. Each technology (e.g., a drug) has numerous underlying patents, and a complex
technology (e.g., a drug cocktail) requires licensing multiple technologies for each licensee. The multiple
patents involved and repeated negotiation with different patent owners create a patent thicket (left). A
patent pool provides a one-stop shopping through a joint licensing platform (right). Therefore, more
licensees can enter the market to develop and sell new products (e.g., new cocktails or formulations).

Figure 2: Licensing Structure for the Medicines Patent Pool
Notes: The figure depicts the basic structure of the MPP (form MPP official material). The MPP works as
the intermediaries between branded drug firms and qualified generic licensees, and it prioritizes patients
in resource-limited countries. Royalties are typically capped at 5% of revenue and are free in many cases.
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(a) MPP overall effective sales territory

(b) MPP representation in the diffusion data
Figure 3: Geographic Penetration of the MPP: (a) Overall and (b) in the Diffusion Data
Notes: Figure 3 pictures the MPP effective sales territories by the end of 2017. Color groups represent the
compound-year weighted intensity of impact. Panel (a) include all compound countries covered in the
MPP sales territory, and panel (b) adapts the map to account for MPP compounds and countries in my
data sets for the diffusion and structural analyses. Not all MPP-associated compounds appear in my data
as many newer drugs need a couple of years to pass the production, registration, and distribution process.
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(a) Drug-Country-Year Panel

(b) Compound-Country-Year Panel
Figure 4: Event Studies for Diffusion Analysis
Notes: These figures report event-study coefficient estimates using Equation (2). The units of observation
for panel (a) and (b) are at drug-country-year (dct) and compound-country-year (act) levels, respectively.
The dots are point estimates of differences in outcomes between treatment and control groups 4-5 years
before MPP inclusion and 5 years after inclusion. The whiskers correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5: Event Studies for Innovation Analysis: New Clinical Trials and Firms Participated
Notes: These figures report event-study coefficient estimates using Equation (4). The dots are point
estimates of differences in outcomes between treatment group and control groups 6 years before MPP
inclusion and 4 years after inclusion. The whiskers correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Event Studies for Innovation Analysis: Clinical Trials for HIV Investigational Drugs
Notes: These figures report event-study coefficient estimates using Equation (4), at drug class-year level.
The dots are point estimates of differences in outcomes between treatment group and control groups 6
years before and 4 years after MPP inclusion. The whiskers correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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(a): new drug approvals in drug-year panel

(b): new approvals in compound-year panel
Figure 7: Event Studies for Innovation Analysis: New Drug Product Approvals
Notes: These figures report event-study coefficient estimates using Equation (4). The dots are point
estimates of differences in outcomes between treatment group and control groups 5 years before MPP
inclusion and 5 years after inclusion. The whiskers correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 1: Approved Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (Compounds) Treating HIV
(generic names marked with * are compounds no longer recommended in the U.S.)
Drug
class
NRTIs
NRTIs
NRTIs
NRTIs
NRTIs

Generic
name
abacavir
didanosine *
emtricitabine
lamivudine
stavudine *
tenofovir
NRTIs
alafenamide
tenofovir
disoproxil
NRTIs
fumarate
zidovudine
NRTIs
NNRTIs doravirine
NNRTIs efavirenz
NNRTIs etravirine
NNRTIs nevirapine
NNRTIs rilpivirine
atazanavir
PIs
darunavir
PIs
fosamprenavir
PIs
indinavir *
PIs
nelfinavir *
PIs
lopinavir
PIs
ritonavir
PIs
saquinavir
PIs
tipranavir
PIs
FIs
enfuvirtide
Ibalizumab
EIs
maraviroc
EIs
bictegravir
IIs
dolutegravir
IIs
elvitegravir
IIs
raltegravir
IIs
Enhancers cobicistat

Abbr.

Brand drug holder

ABC
ddI
FTC
3TC
d4T

ViiV Healthcare
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
ViiV Healthcare
Bristol-Myers Squibb

date: FDA
approval
1998.12.17
1991.10.09
2003.07.02
1995.11.17
1994.06.24

TAF

Gilead Sciences, Inc.

2015.11.05

2014.07.22

TDF

Gilead Sciences, Inc.

2001.10.26

2011.07.11

ZDV
DOR
EFV
ETR
NVP
RPV
ATV
DRV
FPV
IDV
NFV
LPV
r
SQV
TPV
ENF
IBA
MVC
BIC
DTG
EVG
RAL
COBI

ViiV Healthcare
Merck & Co., Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Janssen
Boehringer Ingelheim
Janssen
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Janssen
ViiV Healthcare
Merck & Co., Inc.
Agouron (ViiV)
AbbVie Inc.
AbbVie Inc.
Hoffman-La Roche
Boehringer Ingelheim
Hoffman-La Roche
TaiMed Biologics
ViiV Healthcare
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
ViiV Healthcare
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Merck & Co., Inc.
Gilead Sciences, Inc.

1987.03.19
2018.08.30
1998.09.17
2008.01.18
1996.06.21
2011.05.20
2003.06.20
2006.06.23
2003.10.20
1996.03.13
1997.03.14
2000.09.15
1996.03.01
1995.12.06
2005.06.22
2003.03.13
2018.03.06
2007.08.06
2018.02.07
2013.08.12
2012.08.27
2007.10.12
2012.08.27

date: add to MPP
2013.02.13ped
2011.07.11

2013.12.11

2014.11.24ped; 2015.12.17adult
2014.11.24ped; 2015.12.17adult

2017.09.26
2014.03.31ped. & adult
2011.07.11
2015.02.20ped
2011.07.11

Notes: (1) I excluded 3 compounds withdraw from the market before 2000 (APV, ddC, DLV). EVG and COBI
were first approved as part of a cocktail; both standalone compounds were approved on 9/24/2014. Similarly,
standalone TAF was approved on 2016.11.10 after its cocktail approval on 2015.11.05. (2) MPP license for
ABC and RAL restrict to pediatric formulation. I treat DRV as not in the pool, albeit NIH put in part of DRVrelated patents but not those owned by Janssen, resulting in no technology transfer and no sub-licensing so far.
(3) drug classes are medical groups based on the mechanism of action towards HIV virus. (4) DTG was
marked as 8/12/2013 in FDA raw data but as 8/13/2018 on FDA websites. DTG enters the MPP on 3/31/2014
with different territory specified for adult and pediatric products. (5) Agouron is a subsidy of Pfizer since 1999
and Pfizer is part of the joint venture ViiV Healthcare (with GlaxoSmithKline and Shionogi).
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Table 2: Summary Statistics of Outcome Variables
Variables

Unit of obs.

Obs.

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Panel A: variables used in the diffusion analysis – cross-country panel analysis
drug-country-year
% generic orders (%)
7,084
84.31
drug-country-year
% generic quantity (%)
7,084
85.63
drug-country-year
# products
7,084
1.72
comp.-country-year
% generic orders
6,485
79.82
comp.-country-year
% generic quantity
6,485
82.07
comp.-country-year
# products
6,485
2.53

34.47
34.16
1.04
36.94
36.75
1.94

0
0
1
0
0
1

100
100
10
100
100
21

Panel B1: variables used in the innovation analysis – clinical trials analysis
comp.-year
# new trials
540
10.08
comp.-year
# firms in new trials
540
20.73
comp.-year
# new trials, MPP insiders
540
2.41
comp.-year
# new trials, MPP mix
540
1.99
comp.-year
# new trials, MPP outsiders
540
5.68
comp.-year
# firms in trials, MPP insiders
540
3.15
comp.-year
# firms in trials, MPP mix
540
5.92
comp.-year
# firms in trials, MPP outsiders
540
11.67
drug class-year
# new investigational trials
126
6.76
drug class-year
# firms in investigational trials
126
12.49

13.24
28.53
3.27
3.49
7.89
4.53
10.52
16.80
8.19
16.39

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

67
165
17
23
44
36
69
113
32
63

Panel B2: variables used in the innovation analysis – drug approval analysis
drug-year
# new approvals
798
0.70
drug-year
# new approvals, generic
798
0.61
drug-year
# new approvals, branded
798
0.09
comp.-year
# new approvals
378
2.28
comp.-year
# new approvals, generic
378
2.01
comp.-year
# new approvals, branded
378
0.27

1.63
1.60
0.42
4.02
3.97
0.72

0
0
0
0
0
0

14
14
6
32
31
6

Notes: this table reports summary statistics for the main outcome variables used in the analysis. “Comp.” is
short for compound, the smallest chemical units of a standalone drug. Panel A is for drug-country-year and
compound-country-year level variables over the time period 2007-2017. Panel B1 is for compound-year level
variables from HIV clinical trials during 2000-2017. MPP insiders refers to branded firms participated in the
MPP, MPP outsiders refers to non-MPP firms, and MPP mix indicates trials by a mix of MPP insiders and
outsiders. Panel B2 is for drug-year and compound-year level variables from FDA and WHO original drug
approvals during 2005-2018.
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Table 3: MPP and Generic HIV Drug Diffusion in LMICs
(1)
Dept. Vars.

(2)
(3)
% generic orders (#)

(4)
(5)
(6)
% generic quantities (patient-year)

Panel A: Drug-Country-Year Analysis, 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 as {0, 1} dummy
6.888** 7.223** 7.226** 6.653**
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡
(3.178)
(2.933)
(2.932)
(3.035)
[2.712]
[2.706]
[2.707]
[2.725]

(7)
(8)
(9)
# products (strength-dose-firm)

7.003**
(2.802)
[2.717]

7.010**
(2.796)
[2.715]

0.0739
0.0719
0.0717
(0.113) (0.104) (0.104)
[0.0812] [0.0800] [0.0798]

Panel B: Drug-Country-Year Analysis, 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 as % of MPP compounds
7.154** 7.403** 7.409** 6.916** 7.183**
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡
(3.270)
(2.983)
(2.984)
(3.123)
(2.858)
[2.870]
[2.851]
[2.853]
[2.870]
[2.858]

7.194**
(2.857)
[2.859]

0.0929
0.0939
0.0937
(0.124) (0.113) (0.112)
[0.0874] [0.0850] [0.0848]

drug-country FE
year FE
Xct control
Xdct control
LHS mean
Observations

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

84.3
7,084

84.3
7,084

84.3
7,084

85.6
7,084

85.6
7,084

85.6
7,084

1.7
7,084

1.7
7,084

1.7
7,084

0.156
(0.193)
[0.115]

0.140
(0.185)
[0.114]

0.132
(0.186)
[0.110]

Panel C: Compound-Country-Year Analysis
9.576** 9.977** 10.12*** 10.09*** 10.42*** 10.55***
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡
(3.708)
(3.493)
(3.487)
(3.369)
(3.248)
(3.261)
[3.088]
[3.050]
[3.076]
[3.227]
[3.204]
[3.226]
comp.-country FE
year FE
Xct control
Xact control
LHS mean
Observations

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

79.8
6,485

79.8
6,485

79.8
6,485

82.1
6,485

82.1
6,485

82.1
6,485

2.5
6,485

2.5
6,485

2.5
6,485

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating a difference-in-differences model using equation (1).
“Comp.” is short for compound. Each cell reports the coefficient of interest from a separate regression.
Coefficient estimates for the treatment variables 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑(𝑎)𝑐𝑡 are reported across three measures across panels.
The specification controls for drug (compound)-country-year level effective patent status and country-year
level observables. Fixed effects for drug (compound)-country pairs and years are always included. Robust
standard errors are clustered using two-way clustering at the drug (compound) and country levels and are
reported in () parenthesis. Robust standard errors clustering at the country level is reported in []. Two-way
robust p-values: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 4: Innovation Analysis - Clinical Trials: New HIV Trials & Firms Participated
Panel A: # new HIV clinical trials
(1)
(2)
Dept. Vars.
# trials
9.925**
8.093
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(4.534)
(4.831)
LHS mean
10.08
10.08

(3)
(4)
# trials: MPPinsiders
2.098** 1.625*
(0.883) (0.859)
2.367
2.367

(5)
(6)
# trials: MPPmix
1.672
1.100
(1.025) (1.051)
1.915
1.915

(7)
(8)
# trials: MPPoutsiders
6.155** 5.368*
(2.848)
(3.084)
5.794
5.794

Panel B: # firms in new trials
Dept. Vars.
# firms
20.81** 17.75*
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(9.488)
(10.28)
LHS mean
20.73
20.73

# firms: MPPinsiders
2.284** 1.747
(1.065) (1.072)
3.104
3.104

# firms: MPPmix
5.366*
3.803
(3.091) (3.226)
5.754
5.754

# firms: MPPoutsiders
13.16** 12.20*
(5.967)
(6.454)
11.87
11.87

comp. & year FEs

Xat control
Observations

Y
540

Y
Y
540

Y

Y
Y
540

540

Y
540

Y
Y
540

Y
540

Y
Y
540

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating a compound-year level difference-in-differences model using
equation (3). Each cell reports the coefficient of interest from a separate regression. MPPinsiders means all the
participants of a trial are branded firms contributed to the MPP, MPPoutsiders are trials by firms outside the MPP,
and MPPmix denotes trials that are collaborated by MPP insiders and outsiders. Controls variables include FDA
approval status, patent status, and fixed effects for compounds and years. Robust standard errors are clustered
at the compound level and are reported in parenthesis. Robust p-values: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 5: Innovation Analysis - Clinical Trials: HIV Trials by Phase
(1)
Dept. Vars.
total
Panel A. Phase I
1.114
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(0.866)
LHS mean
1.352
Panel B. Phase II
0.925
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(0.646)
LHS mean
1.909
Panel C. Phase III
3.374***
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(1.066)
LHS mean
2.885
Panel D. Phase IV
1.325
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(1.151)
LHS mean
2.463

(2)
(3)
(4)
# New HIV clinical trials
MPPinsiders MPPmix MPPoutsiders

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
# Firms in new HIV clinical trials
total
MPPinsiders MPPmix MPPoutsiders

-0.0388
(0.135)
0.331

0.168
(0.108)
0.144

0.986
(0.778)
0.876

2.314
(1.693)
2.306

-0.0325
(0.211)
0.539

0.525*
(0.279)
0.363

1.822
(1.449)
1.404

0.466
(0.290)
0.530

-0.134
(0.131)
0.261

0.593*
(0.312)
1.119

1.120
(1.120)
3.704

0.527
(0.360)
0.672

-0.524
(0.370)
0.889

1.117*
(0.596)
2.143

1.945***
(0.569)
1.141

0.0680
(0.192)
0.446

1.361**
(0.503)
1.298

4.585**
(1.862)
5.970

2.122***
(0.657)
1.376

-0.132
(0.565)
1.402

2.594*
(1.331)
3.193

-0.385**
(0.152)
0.269

0.614
(0.491)
0.752

1.096
(0.797)
1.443

4.539
(2.971)
5.578

-0.481***
(0.165)
0.320

2.435
(1.634)
2.302

2.585
(1.564)
2.956

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating a compound-year level difference-in-differences model using
equation (3). The number of observations is always 540 in this balanced panel data. Each cell reports the
coefficient of interest from a separate regression. MPPinsiders means all the participants of a trial are branded
firms contributed to the MPP, MPPoutsiders are trials by firms outside the MPP, and MPPmix denotes trials that
are collaborated by MPP insiders and outsiders. Panels A to D report results by trial phase. Controls variables
include FDA approval status, patent status, and fixed effects for compounds and years. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the compound level and are reported in parenthesis. Robust p-values: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1.
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Table 6: Innovation Analysis - Drug Approvals
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Dept. Vars.
# new approvals
# new approvals generic
Panel A: Drug-Year Analysis, 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 as {0, 1} dummy
0.555**
0.517*
0.445
0.508*
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑡
(0.261)
(0.280)
(0.271)
(0.278)

0.110**
(0.0482)

0.00870
(0.0550)

Panel B: Drug-Year Analysis, 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 as % compounds in the pool
0.749**
0.711**
0.616*
0.670*
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑡
(0.321)
(0.341)
(0.338)
(0.341)

0.133**
(0.0604)

0.0410
(0.0641)

Y

drug & year FEs
Xdt control
LHS mean
Observations

Y
0.70
798

Y
Y
0.70
798

Panel C: Compound-Year Analysis
2.418**
2.607**
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑡
(0.908)
(0.993)
comp. & year FEs
Xat control
LHS mean
Observations

Y
2.28
378

Y
Y
2.28
378

Y

(5)
(6)
branded
# new approvals

0.61
798

Y
Y
0.61
798

0.09
798

Y
Y
0.09
798

2.034**
(0.961)

2.478**
(0.980)

0.383**
(0.143)

0.129
(0.140)

Y

Y
Y
2.01
378

Y

Y
Y
0.27
378

2.01
378

0.27
378

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating a difference-in-differences model using equation (3). Each
cell reports the coefficient of interest from a separate regression. Each adjacent two columns share the same
dependent variable in different specifications. Panel A and Panel B differ in how the treatment variable is
defined: as an indicator or percentage measure. Robust standard errors are clustered at the drug level and are
reported in parentheses. Robust p-value: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 7: Results from the Demand Estimation
(1)
OLS
0.702***
(0.0144)
-0.137***
(0.0227)

(2)
Nested logit
0.862***
(0.0814)
-1.946***
(0.243)

-3.483***
(0.441)

0.0119*
(0.00637)
0.345***
(0.0335)
0.00194
(0.00558)
0.0226***
(0.00546)
-0.00783*
(0.00446)

-0.196***
(0.0404)
-0.00503
(0.122)
-0.0646***
(0.0208)
0.0507***
(0.0162)
0.0361**
(0.0148)

-0.449***
(0.0838)
0.434**
(0.179)
-0.121***
(0.0378)
0.0532*
(0.0291)
0.0785***
(0.0272)

Kleibergen-Paap F statistic
1st stage (𝑠𝑗|𝑔 )
1st stage (𝑝𝑗 )

19.50
104.42
46.91

54.56

country FE
year FE
Xj controls
Observations

Y
Y
Y
7,084

Y
Y
Y
7,084

ln(𝑠𝑗|𝑔(𝑗) )

𝑝𝑗
drug age
(U.S. appr.)
prod. variety
regulatory
quality
rule of law
control of
corruption

Y
Y
Y
7,084

(3)
Logit

Note: This table presents results of estimating the nested logit demand model as in equation (6) and compares
it with OLS and plain logit. The instruments for conditional market share and price are: (1) whether a drug is
effectively patented in the country-year, (2) the number of manufacturers for the same drug in a country-year,
and (3) the number of competing products, i.e., drug product-firm combinations for other drugs in the same
drug class. IVs for the plain logit do not include the second instrument to avoid over-identification. Only main
parameters of interests are reported for simplicity. Observable controls, Xj include within-drug product variety
in a country-year, number of compounds within a drug, number of years since a drug’s U.S. approval, countryyear level HIV prevalence and age-adjusted death rates, institutional factors (i.e., the six world governance
indicators), log(population) and GDP per capita. The excluded instruments are at drug-country-year level:
patent status, number of competitors and number of close competitors in the same drug class. The first-stage
statistics displayed immediately under coefficients-of-interests are the Kleibergen-Paap F statistic that robust
to heteroskedasticity. The first-stage F statistics for each endogenous variable is the Sanderson-Windmeijer
multivariate F test of excluded instruments. Standard errors are clustered at drug-country level. Robust pvalue: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 8: Estimations of Pricing Equations

Dept. var:
marginal cost ($)
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑗

(1)
MC
pricing
flat MC
-0.642***
(0.112)

𝑄𝑗
#variety
#firmsdct
Patentdct

-0.209***
(0.0616)
-0.310***
(0.0398)
-0.173
(0.192)

year FE
Y
country FE
Y
Xj controls
Y
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-stat
Observations
7,084

(2)
(3)
Bertrand-Nash Oligopoly
single-prod. multi-prod.
firm
firm
-1.908***
-1.952***
(0.524)
(0.539)
3.60e-07*** 3.83e-07***
(1.27e-07)
(1.31e-07)
0.445*
0.495**
(0.234)
(0.244)
-1.584***
-1.662***
(0.480)
(0.494)
0.210
0.198
(0.255)
(0.262)
Y
Y
Y
16.66
7,084

Y
Y
Y
16.66
7,084

Notes: this table reports the results from estimating competitive marginal cost pricing and oligopolistic pricing
on the drug-country-year diffusion sample using equations (8) and (12), respectively. Only main parameters of
interests are reported for simplicity. 𝑋𝑗 is a vector of drug-country-year level controls including whether a drug
is effectively patented in a country-year, number of drug products and competitors for a drug in a country-year,
country-year level HIV prevalence and age-adjusted death rates, population, GDP per capita, and institutional
factors. Country and year fixed effects are always included. Quantity variable is instrumented by the number of
competing products in the same drug class within a market (country-year). Standard errors are clustered at
drug-country level to allow for arbitrary autocorrelation within a drug-country pair. The first-stage F-statistics
reported are adjusted for heteroskedasticity clustering. Robust p-value: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 9: Welfare Estimation: Consumer & Producer Surpluses
welfare
estimates
($ M)
̂0
𝐶𝑆
̂
𝐶𝑆
̂1
𝐶𝑆

MC
pricing
flat MC
7,354.5
8,747.7
8,883.3

Bertrand-Nash Oligopoly
single-prod.
multi-prod.
firm
firm
8,055.1
8,025.8
8,747.7
8,747.7
8,821.5
8,816.4

̂0
Δ$: 𝐶𝑆
̂0
Δ%: 𝐶𝑆
̂1
Δ$: 𝐶𝑆
̂1
Δ%: 𝐶𝑆

1,393.2
18.94%
135.6
1.55%

692.6
8.60%
73.8
0.84%

721.9
8.99%
68.7
0.78%

̂0
𝑃𝑆
̂
𝑃𝑆
̂
𝑃𝑆1

0
0
0

3,998.1
4,179.5
4,320.7

4,194.8
4,309.6
4,462.0

̂0
Δ$: 𝑃𝑆
̂0
Δ%: 𝑃𝑆
̂
Δ$: 𝑃𝑆1
̂1
Δ%: 𝑃𝑆

0
0
0
0

181.4
4.54%
141.2
3.38%

114.8
2.74%
152.4
3.54%

̂
Notes: this table reports estimating the gains in consumer and producer surpluses with the MPP. Here, 𝐶𝑆
̂
denote the total consumer surplus cross-markets. 𝐶𝑆0 is the counterfactual consumer surplus without the MPP.
̂ and 𝑃𝑆
̂0 denote the actual and counterfactual producer surpluses, respectively. 𝐶𝑆
̂1 and 𝑃𝑆
̂1
Similarly, 𝑃𝑆
denote the counterfactual consumer and producer surpluses with a fully expanded MPP (covering all
developing countries in my sample for a compound in the pool), respectively.
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